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COUNTRY STRONG – LINDA 
LAEL MILLER  
BOOK #1 $23.95 
Cord Hollister is a true cowboy at 
heart. As a man who has devoted his 
life to training horses under the big 
skies of Montana, he thrives on the 

stability of ranch life. But when a girl arrives in 
Painted Pony Creek with a shocking secret, Cord's 
orderly life is upended. She's the spitting image of 
the first woman who broke his heart--a woman he 
hasn't seen in years--and he'll do whatever he can 
to help her. He just can't do it alone. Shallie 
Fletcher left heartbreak where it belongs--in the 
past. And she's done everything she can to 
reinvent herself and move on. But when an 
opportunity arises to partner with a therapeutic 
riding program for kids, Shallie can't resist seeking 
out Cord for lessons. Back in school, he was the 
crush she couldn't forget, even though he only had 
eyes for her best friend. Seeing him now floods 
her with memories...and fills her with hope. Could 
the one who got away be the one who stays? 

 
COWBOY COURAGE – 
CAROLYN BROWN  
BOOK #6 $19.95 
Start with Cowboy Bold. After 
spending years traveling the world 
with the military, Rose O'Malley is 
ready for a change. Heading back to 
Texas to hold down the fort at her 

aunt's bed-and-breakfast will give Rose just the 
break she needs. But while she may speak seven 
languages, she can't repair a leaky sink to save her 
life. When Hudson Baker strides in like a hero 
and effortlessly figures out the fix, Rose can't 
help wondering if the boy she once crushed on as 
a kid could now be her saving grace. Hud has 
always been rock-solid and dependable-a 
quintessential cowboy to his core. But the moment 
Rose steps back into his life, his world is turned 
upside down by meddling family, a rescued baby, 
and one highly mischievous cat. Now he'll have to 
decide if it's time to throw caution to the wind and 
do whatever it takes to convince Rose that by her 
side is exactly where he wants to stay. Includes the 
bonus novella “Wildflower Ranch,” a 
continuation of Daisies in the Canyon. 

A GIRLS GUIDE TO THE 
OUTBACK – JESSICA KATE 
$24.99 TRADE P/BACK 
Samuel Payton is a youth pastor in 
Virginia, recovering from the blow of a 
failed business and insecurities he can't 
shake. His coworker, start-up expert 

Kimberly Foster, is brilliant, fearless, but years of 
rejection have left her defensive and longing for a 
family. Two people have never been more at odds. 
And every day at work, the sparks fly. When 
Kimberly's plans for Sam's ministry butt up against 
his risk-averse nature, Sam decides that family 
trumps work. He quits the ministry and heads 
home to Australia to help his sister, Jules, save her 
farm. As Kimberly's grand plans flounder, she is 
forced to face the truth: that no one can replace 
Sam. Together they strike up a deal: If Kimberly 
comes to work on Jules's dairy farm and lends her 
business brains to their endeavor, then maybe Sam 
will reconsider his future with the church. As 
Kimberly tries her hand at Australian farm life, she 
learns more about herself than she could've ever 
expected. Meanwhile Sam is forced to re-evaluate 
this spunky woman he thought he already knew. 
As foes slowly morph into friends, they wonder if 
they might be something even more. But when 
disaster strikes the farm, will Sam find it within 
himself to take a risk that could lead to love?  
 
HANDSOME HOTSHOT – WILDE/ALVIN  

BOOK #5 $27.95 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Handsome Rancher. Michael 
Parker is up for a big promotion at 
Barrett Software in Honey, Texas. The 
last thing he wants is to volunteer at 
the senior citizen center, but his boss 
insists. Truthfully, he would rather 
waltz with a rattlesnake than spend his 

days with seniors, but this promotion means 
everything. Peppy Casey Richards loves her life as 
the director of the Honey Senior Citizen Center. 
Until she's forced to spend time with this hotshot 
executive. Casey and Michael mix about as well as 
cats and dogs, but with a little help from senior 
citizen matchmakers, they soon discover that 
opposites really do attract but can they find 
common ground when everything they hold dear 
falls apart? 

RETURN TO STAR VALLEY/
WANT ME COWBOY – 
RAEANNE THAYNE *2 IN 1* 
$19.95 *REISSUE/RENAME*  
“The Comeback Cowboy” 
Originally published as “Cassidy 
Harte and the Comeback Kid” Orig 

02/04. Ten years ago, Cassidy Harte stood at the 
altar waiting for Zach Slater. And when he didn't 
show up--and was said to have disappeared with 
her brother's flirtatious wife--she did the only 
thing she could do. Held her head up high. Helped 
raise her motherless niece. And swore never to get 
involved with a man again. Now suddenly Zach's 
back with an "I'm sorry" on his lips and an 
explanation she refuses to hear. Zach might not 
keep his vows, but Cassidy certainly does. She's 
not about to let this heartbreaker back into her 
life. Zach is used to being willfully misunderstood, 
but he isn't going down without a fight. The 
rancher is determined to win a second 
chance...and Cassidy's love. Also includes “Want 
Me Cowboy” by Maisey Yates.  Isaiah Grayson 
wants the perfect wife-and who better than his 
personal assistant, Poppy Sinclair? Can Poppy say 
yes to sharing his life, but not his heart? 
 

THE LAST REAL COWBOY – 
CAITLIN CREWS  
BOOK #3 $19.95 
Book #1 A True Cowboy Christmas, 
Book #2 Cold Heart Warm 
Cowboy. Perennial good girl 
Amanda Kittredge knows that her 
longtime crush on Brady Everett was 

never really supposed to go anywhere. But when 
Brady comes home during Amanda's first attempt 
at independence, well, who better to teach her 
about rebellion than her older brother's bad-boy 
best friend? Brady's plans did not include being 
forced to work the family homestead for a year--
and yet, here he is. And, to make matters worse, 
his best friend's innocent little sister is making a 
menace of herself in the most grown-up, tempting 
ways. When Amanda begs Brady to teach her 
about men, he knows he should refuse. But could 
Brady's greatest temptation be his salvation? 
 
 

THE KISSING GAME – MARIE HARTE  
$29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
Rena Jackson is ready. She's worked her tail off to open up her 
own hair salon, and she's almost ready to quit her job at the dive 
bar. Rena's also a diehard romantic, and she's had her eye on 
Axel Heller for a while. He's got that tall-brooding-and-
handsome thing going big-time. Problem is, he's got that 
buttoned-up Germanic ice man thing going as well. With 

Valentine's Day just around the corner, Rena's about ready to give up on Axel 
and find some other Mr. Right. At six foot six, Axel knows he intimidates 
most people. He's been crushing on the gorgeous waitress for months. But 
the muscled mechanic is no romantic, and his heart is buried so deep, he has 
no idea how to show Rena what he feels. He knows he's way out of his depth 
and she's slipping away. So, he makes one crazy, desperate play. "I bet you a 
kiss you can't resist me." Game on. 
 

WIFE AFTER WIFE – OLIVIA HAYFIELD  
$29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
A wickedly entertaining and utterly absorbing modern take on 
the life and marriages of Henry VIII...if he were a twenty-first-
century womanizing media mogul rather than the king of 
England. Master of the universe Harry Rose is head of the Rose 
Corporation, number eighteen on the Forbes rich list, and 
recently married to wife number six. But in 2018, his perfect 

world is about to come crashing to the ground. His business is in the 
spotlight--and not in a good way--and his love life is under scrutiny. Because 
behind a glittering curtain of lavish parties, gorgeous homes, and a media 
empire is a tale worthy of any tabloid. And Harry has a lot to account for. 
 

SISTERS BY CHOICE – SUSAN MALLERY  
BOOK #4 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Barefoot Season. After her cat toy empire goes up in 
flames, Sophie Lane returns to Blackberry Island, determined 
to rebuild. Until small-town life reveals a big problem: she can't 
grow unless she learns to let go. If Sophie relaxes her grip even 
a little, she might lose everything. Or she might finally be free 
to reach for the happiness and love that have eluded her for so 

long. Kristine has become defined by her relationship to others. She's a wife, 
a mom. As much as she adores her husband and sons, she wants something 
for herself--a sweet little bakery just off the waterfront. She knew changing 
the rules wouldn't be easy, but she never imagined she might have to choose 
between her marriage and her dreams. Like the mainland on the horizon, 
Heather's goals seem beyond her grasp. Every time she manages to save for 
college, her mother has another crisis. Can she break free, or will she be 
trapped in this tiny life forever? 

TOMORROWS PROMISE – IMOGENE NIX  
$29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
Life's pretty much thrown everything it can at David: His wife, 
Karin left him after their child died. Watching his best friend 
marry his ex-wife sums up the ruins of his life. Attending the 
wedding could sink him further. Being a bridesmaid at her best 
friend Michael's wedding, wasn't on Genie's bucket list. No, 
she'd rather be his bride. Watching the man she's lusted after, 

for more years than she'd like to admit, marry another woman, was not the 
highlight of her life. But meeting the brides ex-husband might be. 
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A HERO COMES HOME – 
SANDRA HILL  
BOOK #3 $19.95 
Book #1 The Forever Christmas 
Tree, Book #2 Life Love and the 
Pursuit of Happiness. Jake 
Dawson is finally going home 

after being prisoner for three years in an 
Afghan prison, the problem, everyone 
believed he was dead. Jake has changed and 
now he isn't sure where he belongs. Sally has 
changed, too. Her marriage to Jacob was on 
shaky ground before his last deployment, but 
he's still the man she loves, despite his 
wounds, both visible and invisible. Seeing him 
with their three boys makes her want to fight 
for this unexpected second chance. As 
summer winds down, all of the folks in Bell 
Cove are aiming for a Labor Day Love Re-
Connection. In fact, they're pulling out all the 
stops, to get Jake and Sally together again. 

 
RESCUED HEARTS – 
WOODS/BRITTON  
$19.95 *2 IN 1* *REISSUE*  
“An Officer and Her 
Gentleman” by Amy Woods. 
(Orig 03/16) Home in Texas, 
former army medic Avery Abbott 

struggles with her PTSD. And then a mutt 
named Foggy-and dog trainer Isaac Meyer-
change everything. Isaac is determined to help 
Avery rebuild her life. But he doesn't expect 
the veteran he rescued to rescue his own heart 
right back. “His Rodeo Sweetheart” by  
Pamela Britton After serving in the army, 
veterinarian Ethan McCall isn't sure where he 
belongs. Helping Claire Reynolds with a 
military dog rescue at her ranch seems as 
good a place to be. Ethan's happy to lend the 
single mom a hand, but his heart is damaged 
goods. And Claire has scars of her own.  

LUCKY CHANCE COWBOY – 
TERI ANNE STANLEY  
BOOK #2 $19.95 
Book #1 Big Chance Cowboy. 
Marcus Talbott is a soldier and he's 
not going to let an injury keep him 
from his Army unit. His last mission 

nearly broke his back, but that's nothing his 
positive attitude and work ethic can't fix. In 
the meantime, he's got a place on the board at 
the Big Chance Dog Rescue, and flirting with 
his friend's sister Emma is a good distraction. 
Emma Stern is barely scraping by while 
working and caring for her grandfather, but 
she's running out of options. The last thing 
she has time for is Marcus and his flirting. But 
every time Emma thinks she's reached the 
end of her rope, Marcus is there to lend a 
hand. Maybe there's more to him after all. 

 
THE NIGHT WE MET – 
MACOMBER/TOBIN  
$23.95 *REISSUE* *2 IN 1* 
“Starlight” by Debbie Macomber 
(Orig 12/94). Rand Prescott believes 
that his chances for happiness are 
limited because he's going blind. But 

when he meets Karen McAlister one starlit 
night, he begins to imagine a different future. 
Karen already knows she wants to be with 
him for the rest of her life. Karen is prepared 
to walk away, but can Rand really let her go? 
“The Soldier's Secret Child” by Lee Tobin 
McClain (Orig 07/17). Former soldier Vito 
D'Angelo has come home with a foster son-
and a secret that will devastate his comrade's 
widow. Lacey McPherson is Vito's childhood 
friend and the last person he wants to hurt. 
Lacey's trying to build a peaceful single life. 
Letting Vito and Charlie stay on her property 
awakens a longing for the family she's sure 
she'll never have.  

THE LAST LETTER – 
REBECCA YARROS  
$19.95 *REPACK* 
Beckett, If you're reading this, you 
know the drill. You made it. I didn't. 
Get off the guilt train, because I 
know if you could have saved me, 

you would have. I need one thing from you: 
get out of the army and get to Telluride. My 
little sister Ella's raising the twins alone. She 
won't accept help easily, but she has lost our 
grandmother, our parents, and now me. And 
here's the kicker: there's something else you 
don't know that's tearing her family apart. 
She's going to need help. So if I'm gone, that 
means I can't be there for Ella. I can't help 
them through this. But you can. So I'm 
begging you, as my best friend, go take care of 
my sister, my family. Please don't make her go 
through it alone. Ryan 
 
THE CALHOUNS – NORA ROBERTS  
$23.95 *REISSUE* *2 IN 1* (ORIG 1991) 

“Courting Catherine” Catherine 
"C.C." Calhoun is doing everything 
she can to keep from having to sell 
the family's mansion-but especially 
not to hotel magnate Trenton St. 
James. Trent, on the other hand, 
has learned that emotions have no 
place in business-a key to his 

success. So Trent is as surprised as anyone 
when C.C.'s passion and purpose-and his 
unexpected attraction to her-threaten to derail 
his takeover plans. “A Man for Amanda” A 
sexy drawl was all Amanda Calhoun heard 
when she walked into the wall of denim and 
muscle that was Sloan O'Riley, the architect 
hired to renovate her family's ancestral estate. 
No-nonsense Amanda found Sloan's manner 
infuriating. But his smile was growing harder 
to resist. 
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Don’t miss Roxanne St Clair’s Dogfather series! 
RUFF AROUND THE EDGES  
BOOK #5 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Sit Stay Beg. U.S Army Night Stalker Major Aidan 
Kilcannon leaves Afghanistan after his best friend, Charlie, is 
killed in action. Aidan's only consolation is the knowledge that 
he's now responsible for Charlie's dog, Ruff, a boxer they'd 
found in Kabul. With the help of Aidan's father, they transport 

Ruff back to the States. Aidan is certain his only hope is the comfort and 
love he gets from Ruff, and that this dog will help him adjust to the 
transition from battlefield to Bitter Bark. But the day Ruff arrives, Daniel 
Kilcannon informs his son that Rebecca Spencer, Charlie's younger sister, 
has a claim on Ruff and she intends to honor her brother's wishes. Aidan 
has to relinquish the dog to her, no matter how impossible that is. 
Everything gets complicated by Ruff, who has his own idea of who should 
be his master. With an uneasy truce, a restless dog, and an attraction that 
bubbles like one of Slice of Heaven's award-winning pizzas, Aidan and Beck 
soon realize they can help each other heal. But as they fall deeply in love and 
discover the true meaning of family and home, they’ll have to face the pains 
of their past if they have any chance of a future.  

DOUBLE DOG DARE  
BOOK #6 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
The Dogfather has one more child to marry off but Darcy 
Kilcannon has no interest in her father’s matchmaking 
shenanigans. Darcy is ready to launch her own business in 
town and move into her own apartment. But when she walks 
into the brownstone that her father just “happened” to find, 
Darcy takes one look at the landlord and she knows the 

Dogfather has been up to his old tricks. Sure he’s a hunk but his “no pets” 
policy is a huge turnoff to a dog groomer who won’t dream of living 
without her Kookie. Joshua Ranier moved to Bitter Bark to get out of the 
shadow of his overbearing stepfamily and keep his shattered heart securely 
on ice. His only focus is his construction business, and the brownstone he’s 
renting and renovating until he meets the sassy blonde tenant sneaking a 
fuzzy white dog even though he’s banned them because of construction 
dangers. But when a blind dog lands on Josh’s doorstep, he needs Darcy’s 
help. As they race to restore little Stella’s vision and solve a mystery that’s 
tearing his family apart, Josh and Darcy begin to see the light, too.  

COLD NOSE WARM HEART – MARA WELLS  
BOOK #1 $19.95 
All Caleb Donovan has to do to redeem his family name is take a 
rundown Miami Beach apartment building and turn it into luxury 
condos. Easy, right? Unfortunately, that would also turn the local 
dog park into a parking lot and the neighbors aren't having it. 
Caleb is faced with outright revolt, led by building manager Riley 
Carson and her poodle, LouLou. For Caleb, this project should 

have been a slam dunk. But even more challenging than the neighborhood 
resistance is the mutual attraction between him and Riley. It would be so 
much easier just to stay enemies. Can Riley and her canine sidekick convince 
Caleb that what's best for business isn't always best for the heart? 

 
A CAT CALLED ALFIE – RACHEL WELLS  
$29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
Edgar Road used to be your typical London street; a road full of 
people who barely said a word to one another. Then Alfie came 
along - a big grey ball of fur who changed the lives of every 
family he met, and brought a community together. But now a 
new family have moved into Edgar Road and they, more than 
anyone else, need Alfie's help. Can he bring light to their darkest 

times? Or is it already too late to stop them from falling apart? 
 
THE PUPPY CONNECTION – MCKENZIE/STONE  
$19.95 *2 IN 1* 
“Daddy, Unexpectedly” by Lee McKenzie. Claire DeAngelo's 
dream of the perfect family seemed to be finally coming true, 
but now she's getting a divorce. Her ex's behavior is bordering 
on harassment, so it's lucky Claire runs into her college buddy--
now undercover cop--Luke Devlin. As Luke's protective 

instincts take over, the attraction between old friends heats up. But then 
Claire discovers she's pregnant--and carefree Luke just isn't family material. 
“Second Chance Dad” by Pamela Stone. Moving back to her hometown 
after her divorce seemed like a good idea, until Hanna Rosser's son gets into 
trouble at school. The single mother knows exactly who's to blame--Vince 
Keegan, father of her son's new best friend. Vince may be irresistible, but 
he's got a lot to learn about parenting! Can the widowed dad teach Hanna 
something about second chances? 



MERMAID INN – JENNY 
HOLIDAY  
BOOK #1 $19.95 
Eve Abbott has a problem-actually, 
make that a lot of problems. And 
they're all going to get worse the 
moment her toes hit the sand in 

Matchmaker Bay. Once a blissful summer 
escape, now the tiny town just reminds Eve 
of loss. Inheriting her aunt's beloved 
Mermaid Inn is the only reason Eve is coming 
back. She's definitely not ready to handle 
nosy neighbors, extensive renovations, or the 
discovery that a certain heartbreaker still lives 
down the street. Police Chief Sawyer Collins 
always does the right thing, even when it 
costs him everything. Like Evie. He's spent 
the past ten years trying to forget her. The 
last thing he expects is to see her back in 
town or to find that the spark between them 
is as strong as ever. Sawyer knows this is his 
only chance to prove that his feelings have 
always been real before Eve leaves for good. 
Includes “Meant to Be” by Alison Bliss! 

 
STARLIGHT BRIDGE – DEBBIE 
MASON (ORIG 02/17) 
BOOK #2 $19.95 *REISSUE*  
Book #1 Mistletoe Cottage. Hidden in 
Graystone Manor is a book 
containing all the secrets of Harmony 
Harbor, and Ava DiRossi is determined 
to find it. No one-especially not her ex-

husband, Griffin Gallagher-can ever discover 
what tore her life apart all those years ago. 
With Griffin back in town, it's more 
important than ever that she find the book 
before someone else does. Because her ex is 
still angry with her for leaving him. And he 
still has no idea Ava never stopped loving 
him. Ava is no longer the happy woman 
Griffin had once loved and married. But 
what's never changed are the sexy sparks of 
attraction between Ava and Griffin, and he 
won't give her up again without a fight.  
 

THE LOVE WE KEEP – 
TONI BLAKE  
BOOK #3 $19.95 
Book #1 The One Who Stays, 
Book #2 The Giving Heart. 
Suzanne Quinlan has been through 
a lot lately, so nothing sounds 

better than a peaceful winter in her cottage 
on Summer Island. The last thing she wants 
is a massive lifestyle adjustment-especially 
when it comes in the form of an injured Zack 
Sheppard, who is completely dependent on 
her. Zack values his independence above all 
else. But when he falls down his icy steps, he 
finds himself with a serious leg injury and in 
need of round-the-clock care. The only 
person available to help is his ex's best friend, 
Suzanne. It doesn't hurt that Suzanne is far 
more attractive than he ever realized, but he's 
never been one to settle, and he sure isn't 
going to start now. As Suzanne and Zack 
grow closer, they both realize they're in this 
thing more deeply than they ever thought. 
Will Zack be able to commit this time, and 
will Suzanne be able to trust him?  

 
THE LITTLE TEASHOP 
ON MAIN – JODI THOMAS  
BOOK #2 $19.95 *REPACK*  
Book #1 Mornings On Main. 
Redheaded, curly-haired Zoe is 
openhearted, kind and free-spirited, 
and dreams of becoming a famous 

actor in New York City. Shy Emily struggles 
with mental health but has the heart and soul 
of a writer. And Shannon-tall, athletic, strong
-has a deep sense of loyalty that will serve her 
well when she heads off to military college. 
As Zoe, Emily and Shannon grow into 
women-forging careers, following dreams 
and finding love-they'll learn that life doesn't 
always unfold the way they want it to, but 
through it all, the one constant is each other, 
and their regular tea parties. And when the 
unthinkable happens, the girls must come 
together to face the greatest test of all. 

UNDER A FIREFLY MOON – 
DONNA KAUFFMAN  
BOOK #4 $19.95 
Start with Blue Hollow Falls. When 
former barrel racer Cheyenne 
McCafferty left the circuit, she left 
her past behind. Now, part owner of 

Lavender Blue farm, she's content rescuing 
and rehabbing horses. She's only got one 
regret: letting go of Wyatt Reed. When he 
professed his love, she was too young to 
know her heart. After that he disappeared. 
When his horse turns up at auction, Chey 
wins more than she bargained for. Chey 
believed she was ready to face Wyatt again, to 
explain herself. But seeing the man he's 
become, she's unsure. Gone is the boy she 
knew. In his place is a confident adventurer 
who's seen the world. Yet the longer Wyatt 
sticks around, the clearer it is that the feelings 
of their youth aren't so easily dismissed now 
that they're adults.  

 
HARTS HOLLOW FARM – 
JANET DAILEY  
BOOK #4 $19.95 
Start with Sunrise Canyon. When 
Kristen Daniels arrives at Hart's 
Hollow, the place speaks to her soul. 
So when 73 year-old Emmy Hart asks 

Kristen to help return the farm to its former 
glory, Kristen accepts-despite her fears about 
getting involved with Emmy and the two kids 
in her care. Then there's the matter of 
Emmy's grandson. When Mitch Hart left 
home at age eighteen, he thought he'd kicked 
the red dust off his boots forever. But he's 
haunted by his upbringing and the loss of the 
sister he couldn't save. Now he's determined 
to see his orphaned niece and nephew settled 
in a better life. Emmy's ideas about saving 
the farm only convince Mitch that his 
grandmother is as crazy as everyone in town 
suspects. Everyone except the beauty helping 
her sow the land. Something about Kristen's 
spirit has Mitch sticking around.  
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WE MISSED THESE FROM HELENA HUNTING 
A LIE FOR A LIE  
BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
Sometimes I need an escape from the demands, the puck 
bunnies, and the notoriety that come with being an NHL team 
captain. I just want to be a normal guy for a few weeks. So 
when I leave Chicago for some peace and quiet, the last thing 
I expect is for a gorgeous woman to fall into my lap on a flight 

to Alaska. Even better, she has absolutely no idea who I am. Lainey is the 
perfect escape from my life. My plan for seclusion becomes a monthlong 
sex fest punctuated with domestic bliss. But it ends just as abruptly as it 
began. When I'm called away on a family emergency, I realize too late that I 
have no way to contact Lainey. A year later, a chance encounter throws us  
together again. But I still have a lie hanging over my head, and Lainey's 
keeping secrets of her own. The truth may be our game changer. 

A FAVOR FOR A FAVOR  
BOOK #2 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
When I joined Seattle's NHL expansion team, I thought it was 
the start of something great. But nothing ever goes the way 
you expect. Take my introduction to my new neighbor. She 
came rolling in at midnight, making a racket while she tried to 
get into my team captain's apartment. Did I mention that he's 
married to a woman who definitely was not her? Imagine my 

surprise when I end up with an injury that has me out of the game for 
weeks, and she's the one to offer to help me. I should probably add that 
she's not the captain's mistress. She's his younger sister. So we come up 
with an arrangement: she rehabs me and she can add a professional athlete 
that isn't her brother to her client list. Seems simple enough. As long as I 
can keep my hands to myself and my hormones in check. 
 

HANNAHS COURAGE – MOLLY JEBBER  
BOOK #3 $19.95 
Book #1 Lizas Second Chance, Book #2 Ellies Redemption. 
Hannah Lapp's life is satisfying just the way it is. She enjoys 
whipping up desserts at the bakery, tutoring local children, and 
socializing with friends. One of those friends, Timothy Barkman, 
has made his interest in Hannah clear, but she's been in no hurry 
to change her circumstances. No sooner does she feel ready to 

grow closer to Timothy than Hannah finds she may have waited too long. 
Charlene Shetler intends to become Timothy's fraa. It's little wonder he's 
attracted to such a forthright young woman, but is the newcomer all that 
she seems? Only when Hannah is willing to confront some difficult truths 
can she move bravely toward a life of abiding faith and love.  
THE AMISH SWEET SHOP – MILLER/BRADFORD/ELLIS 

$19.95 *3 IN 1* 
“The Sweetest Courtship” by Emma Miller. At age thirty-six, 
Jacob Beechy is a rarity-a master candy maker, and a bachelor. His 
mother still hopes for grandchildren. With Valentine's Day around 
the corner, she convinces Jacob he will need extra help in the 
shop and interviews applicants-for his future wife. “The Sweetest 
Truth” by Laura Bradford. Sadie Fisher has accepted that she will 
never marry. Her scars from a barn fire are a reminder of why. So 

when she receives mysterious gifts leading up to Valentine's Day, including 
chocolate from Beechy's, she's bewildered. Sadie may not think she's pretty, 
but there's a young man who thinks otherwise. “Nothing So Sweet” by 
Mary Ellis. Pregnant and suddenly widowed, Hannah must give up the 
dreams she once had. But when she learns that her English employer plans 
to sell his hardware store, she's determined to buy it. She doesn't realize 
that will mean following a clue from Beechy's to clear a man's name-and 
finding a partnership in work, faith, and love.  

Coming next month… 
□ TANGLED UP IN TEXAS – DELORES FOSSEN BK #1  

□ HOME SWEET HOME –MICHAELS/KAUFFMAN/STORM  
□  PHOTOS OF YOU—TAMMY ROBINSON T/P 

□  THE CLIFF HOUSE – RAEANNE THAYNE *REPACK* 
□  RETURN TO WYOMING – MCDAVID/STONE  

□  THE OYSTERVILLE SEWING CIRCLE – SUSAN WIGGS  
□ TEXAS FAMILY RESCUE – WARREN/ 
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ONE PERFECT LIE – LISA 
SCOTTOLINE  
$23.95 *REPACK* 
Chris Brennan has an impeccable 
resume and his references check 
out. He is applying for a job as a 
high-school teacher. He's ready to 
step in as assistant baseball coach. 

What could possibly go wrong? Susan's son is 
the star pitcher of his baseball team. But after 
the recent death of his dad, Susan fears that he 
is vulnerable to any new father figure. Heather 
is a struggling single mother who wishes she 
could attend more of her son's baseball games-
especially since she suspects he's being led down 
a dark path by one of his teammates. Mindy is a 
surgeon's wife who fills her days with benefit 
luncheons and cocktails. She has no idea that 
her own husband and son are keeping secrets 
that could rip their family apart. At the center of 
all of these people is Chris Brennan. Why is he 
pretending to be someone else? What does he 
want? And how far will he go to get it? 
 
MIRROR IMAGE – SANDRA BROWN  
$23.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 06/90) 
When a TV reporter is injured in a Dallas-

bound jet crash, she enters a world 
of mistaken identity and political 
intrigue. The crash of a Dallas-
bound jet isn't just a tragedy for 
TV reporter Avery Daniels; it's an 
act of fate that hands her a golden 
opportunity to further her career. 
But it also makes her the crucial 

player in a drama of violent passions and deadly 
desires. After plastic surgery transforms her 
face, Avery is mistaken for the glamorous, 
selfish wife of Tate Rutledge, the famous 
senatorial candidate and member of a powerful 
Texas dynasty. As she lays helpless in the 
hospital, Avery makes a shattering discovery: 
someone close to Tate planned to assassinate 
him. Now, to save him, she must live another 
woman's life - and risk her own. 
 

A JUSTIFIED MURDER – 
JUDE DEVERAUX  
BOOK #2 $23.95 *REPACK* 
Book #1 A Willing Murder. The 
small town of Lachlan, Florida, 
was rocked last year when two 
bodies were uncovered in the 
roots of a fallen tree. Despite their 

lack of investigative experience, Sara Medlar; 
her niece, Kate; and Jack Wyatt found 
themselves revealing the truth behind a decades-
old secret in the sleepy town. After a narrow 
escape, they vowed to never again involve 
themselves in something so dangerous-until 
Janet Beeson is murdered. When Janet's body is 
discovered, everyone is shocked by the violence 
of the attack. The sweet little old woman has 
been shot, stabbed and poisoned, but no one 
can imagine who would want to harm one of 
the town's kindest, most helpful residents. Sara, 
Kate and Jack are determined to leave this case 
to the professionals. But they are soon 
bombarded by townspeople eager to tell their 
stories and clear their names. Even the 
sheriff is hoping they'll lend their skills to a 
crime that seems to have no explanation 
and no motive. 

 
GRACIES SECRET – JILL 
CHILDS  
$19.95 *REPACK* 
Time stops for Jen when her beloved 
daughter, Gracie, is involved in a 
terrible car crash. The little girl is 
pronounced dead at the scene, and it's a 

miracle when paramedics manage to resuscitate 
her. The relief Jen feels is matched only by her 
fury at the driver of the car-her ex-husband's 
new girlfriend, Ella. Jen has never trusted Ella, 
and now her worst fears have been confirmed. 
But then Gracie begins to tell strange stories 
about what she heard in the car that day and 
what she saw in those moments near death. It's 
clear that there's something shocking hidden in 
Ella's past but exposing it could tear all their 
lives apart. 

THE A LIST – JA JANCE  
BOOK #14 $23.95 *REPACK* 
Start with Edge of Evil. More than ten 
years after the sudden end of her 
broadcasting career, Ali Reynolds has made 
a good life for herself in her hometown of 
Sedona. She has a new house, a new 
husband, and a flourishing cybersecurity 

company. But the death of an old friend brings 
Ali back to the last story she ever reported: a 
feel-good human interest piece about a young 
man in need of a kidney, which quickly spiraled 
into a medical mismanagement scandal that 
landed a prestigious local doctor in prison for 
murder. Years may have passed, but Dr. 
Edward Gilchrist has not forgotten those 
responsible for his downfall-especially not Ali 
Reynolds, who exposed his dirty deeds to the 
world. Life without parole won't stop him from 
getting his revenge. Tattooed on his arm are the 
initials of those who put him behind bars, and 
he won't stop until every person on that 
Annihilation List is dead. 

 

BITTER FALLS – RACHEL CAINE  
BOOK #4 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 

Start with Stillhouse Lake. In spite her 
past still haunting her, Gwen Proctor is 
trying to move forward. Until a new 
assignment gives her purpose: the cold-
case disappearance of a man in Tennessee. 

Three years missing, no clues. Just Ruth Landry, 
a mother in limbo. Gwen understands what it's 
like to worry about your children. Gwen's 
investigation unearths new suspects and victims. 
As she follows each lead, the implications of the 
mystery grow more disturbing. Because the 
closer Gwen gets, the closer she is to a threat 
that looms back home. In a town that's closed 
its ranks against Gwen; her partner, Sam; and 
her kids, there's no bolder enemy than the 
Belldene family-paramilitary, criminal, powerful, 
and vengeful. As personal vendettas collide with 
Gwen's investigation, she's prepared to fight 
both battles. But is she prepared for the toll it 

will take on everyone she loves?  
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WOW WHO WOULD HAVE THOUGHT, WE ARE 
UP TO BOOK #50 FROM JD ROBB AND ALSO THE 
BOOK THAT STARTED IT ALL. 
GOLDEN IN DEATH  
BOOK #50 $47.95 H/COVER $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
Pediatrician Kent Abner received the package on a beautiful 
April morning. Inside was a cheap trinket, a golden egg that 
could be opened into two halves. When he pried it apart, 

highly toxic airborne fumes entered his body--and killed him. After Eve 
Dallas calls the hazmat team--and undergoes testing to reassure both her 
and her husband that she hasn't been exposed--it's time to look into Dr. 
Abner's past and relationships. Not every victim Eve encounters is an 
angel, but it seems that Abner came pretty close--though he did ruffle some 
feathers over the years by taking stands for the weak and defenseless. While 
the lab tries to identify the deadly toxin, Eve hunts for the sender. But 
when someone else dies in the same grisly manner, it becomes clear that 
she's dealing with either a madman--or someone who has a hidden and 
elusive connection to both victims. 

NAKED IN DEATH  
BOOK #1 $23.95 *25TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION* 
THE 25th ANNIVERSARY EDITION OF THE FIRST 
NOVEL IN J. D. ROBB'S #1 NEW YORK TIMES 
BESTSELLING IN DEATH SERIES-INCLUDES A 
NEW NOTE FROM THE AUTHOR!  
In the year 2058, technology completely rules the world. But 
for New York City Detective Eve Dallas, one irresistible 

impulse still rules the heart: passion. Eve Dallas is a New York police 
lieutenant hunting for a ruthless killer. In over ten years on the force, she's 
seen it all--and knows her survival depends on her instincts. And she's 
going against every warning telling her not to get involved with Roarke, an 
Irish billionaire--and a suspect in Eve's murder investigation. But passion 
and seduction have rules of their own, and it's up to Eve to take a chance 
in the arms of a man she knows nothing about--except the addictive 
hunger of needing his touch. 

HERE ARE 2 EXCELLENT CRIME READS THIS 
MONTH SAYS ROSEMARY. 
WHITEOUT – ADRIANA ANDERS  
BOOK #1 $19.95 
Angel Smith is finally ready to leave Antarctica for a second 
chance at life. But on what was meant to be her last day, the 
remote research station she's been calling home is attacked. 
Hunted and scared, she and glaciologist Ford Cooper barely make 

it out with their lives only to realize that in a place this remote, there's 
nowhere left to run. Isolated with no power, no way to contact the outside 
world, and a madman on their heels, Angel and Ford must fight to survive 
in the most inhospitable-and beautiful-place on earth. But what starts as a 
partnership born of necessity quickly turns into an urgent connection that 
burns bright and hot. They both know there's little chance of making it out 
alive, and yet they are determined to weather the coming storm-no matter 
the cost. Includes “On His Watch” Bk #0.5 by Katie Ruggle.   

A BORROWING OF BONES – PAULA MUNIER  
BOOK #1 $19.95 *REPACK* 
After their last deployment, when she got shot, her fiancé 
Martinez got killed and his bomb-sniffing dog Elvis got 
depressed, soldier Mercy Carr and Elvis were both sent home, her 
late lover's last words ringing in her ears: "Take care of my 
partner." Together the two former military police-one twenty-nine
-year-old two-legged female with wounds deeper than skin and a 

five-year-old four-legged Malinois with canine PTSD-march off their grief 
in the beautiful remote Vermont wilderness. Even on the Fourth of July 
weekend, when all of Northshire celebrates, it's just another walk in the 
woods for Mercy and Elvis-until the dog alerts to explosives and they find 
a baby abandoned near a shallow grave filled with what appear to be 
human bones. U.S. Game Warden Troy Warner and his search and rescue 
Newfoundland Susie Bear respond to Mercy's 911 call, and the four must 
work together to track down a missing mother, solve a cold-case murder, 
and keep the citizens of Northshire safe on potentially the most incendiary 
Independence Day since the American Revolution.  
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FROZEN GROUND – DEBRA WEBB  
BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 

Abbey Gray, a NYT bestselling 
thriller author, needs time away. 
The timing seems perfect for her 
to return to her hometown to put 
the family home on the market. 
Except the storm of the century is 
descending on Montana, and her 
closest neighbor is murdered. The 

murder stirs memories from the past of another 
murder, her mother’s. Can the details of her 
neighbor's murder be proof that she was wrong 
all those years ago? Did her older brother 
actually kill their mother? Sheriff Garrett 
Gilmore has known Abbey and her family his 
entire life. In truth, he has been in love with her 
since they were kids. All those years he hoped 
that one day she would come back. But he can't 
worry about that at the moment, he has a 
homicide to solve and a murderer to catch, all 
with the storm of the century bearing down on 
his county.  

DEEP FREEZE – VICKI HINZE  
BOOK #2 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
Emma Miller, a probationary security 
consultant is stranded at Portal 
International Airport in the worst storm 
in eighty years. She's reassigned to 
protect a top-secret Lab in the 

international airport that houses the deadliest bio
-contaminate diseases on the planet. A lab under 
attack by international terrorists who want to sell 
the pathogens on the black-market. Dr. Gregory 
Mason Martin is a bio-containment specialist 
who runs the lab and he knows Emma well. 
They grew up together and she's always 
fascinated him. He doesn't dare to trust her or 
her abilities. Now, all these years later, they must 
work together to protect the lab and stop the 
terrorists from obtaining the pathogens. And 
they must protect the pathogens from Holly, the 
deadly storm barreling toward them. If those 
pathogens are stolen, the world will be held 
hostage, and worse, if mishandled, the country 
could be facing the worst pandemic in history.  

WIND CHILL – RITA HERRON  
BOOK #3 $29.95 TRADE P/
BACK 
All Special Agent Gia Franklin's sister 
Carly wanted was for Gia to come 
home for Christmas. But Gia avoids 
the holidays, using her job as an 

excuse to stay away. For weeks, she's been 
tracking The Christmas Killer, a cold-hearted 
monster who strangles his victims and poses 
them with one of the Twelve Days of Christmas 
ornaments. With nine women dead, and only 
four days until Christmas, she must stop him 
before he kills again. Then he makes the case 
personal by kidnapping Carly, and Gia must go 
home. Aware she may be walking into a trap, she 
teams up with sexy, local Sheriff Murphy Malone 
to stop the madness, and save the holiday for 
her sister and the town. But the clock is ticking. 
And the CK has his own holiday plans - 
ornaments eleven and twelve belong to the 
Franklin sisters, and he won't stop until they're 
dead. 

A LETHAL LEGACY – 
HEATHER GRAHAM  
BOOK #4 $23.95 *REPACK* 
Start with Flawless. Douglas Island 
sits off the coast of New York State, 
its imposing cliffs warning away 
visitors. Still, Finn Douglas has big 

plans for his inheritance and the manor house 
that dominates the landscape. He has a vision to 
turn the island into a resort getaway for 
overworked city dwellers. But when the body of 
his business partner is found at the base of the 
rocky escarpment, he fears it wasn't an accident. 
Special Agent Craig Frasier agrees to help his 
cousin Finn by investigating and, with 
psychologist Kieran Finnegan at his side, heads 
to the island. As Craig and Kieran delve into the 
history of the Douglas estate, they discover that 
the property comes complete with strange lore 
and a blood-soaked past. Something evil seems 
to be lurking in the caverns that run beneath the 
stony ground. Is there something on the island 
that someone is willing to kill to protect?  
 
IN SAFE HANDS – JP CARTER  
BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 

When nine children are snatched 
from a nursery school in South 
London, their distressed parents 
have no idea if they will ever see 
them again. The community is in 
shock. No one in the quiet suburban 
street saw anything. But DCI Anna 
Tate knows that nothing is 

impossible, and she also knows that time is 
quickly running out. It's unclear if the 
kidnappers are desperate for money or set on 
revenge, but the ransom is going up by 
£1million daily. And they know that one little 
boy in particular is fighting for his life. It's one 
of the most disturbing cases DCI Anna Tate has 
ever worked on - not only because nine children 
are being held hostage, but because she's pretty 
sure that someone close to them is lying. 

 
WITNESS PROTECTION 
WIDOW – DEBRA WEBB  
BOOK #5 $19.95 
Start with In Self Defense. After 
Allison James finally escapes her 
marriage to a monster, she becomes 
the star witness in the case against 

her deceased husband's powerful crime family. 
Now it's up to US Marshal Jaxson Stevens, Ali's 
ex-boyfriend, to keep the WITSEC widow safe.  

THE REAL DEAL – FERN MICHAELS  
$23.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 11/04) 
FBI agent Quinn Star has always 
relied on herself-how else could she 
have survived the boys club of the 
Bureau or navigated the heartbreak 
of an affair with her boss? Today, 
Quinn risks her life every day in the 
Secret Service as she protects the First 

Lady. But unfortunately, she can't safeguard her 
from the advisors who are intent on hiding the 
President's debilitating illness for their political 
gain. Suspecting a conspiracy that places the fate 
of the President, his wife and the nation on the 
line, Quinn whisks the First Lady to her South 
Carolina home. But are they truly safe from 
whoever is pulling the strings?  

 
THE STOLEN GIRLS – 
PATRICIA GIBNEY  
$19.95 
The young woman standing on Lottie's 
step was a stranger. She was clutching 
the hand of a young boy. "Help me," 
she said to Lottie. One Monday 

morning, the body of a young pregnant woman 
is found. The same day, a mother and her son 
visit the house of Detective Lottie Parker, 
begging for help to find a lost friend. Could this 
be the same girl? When a second victim is 
discovered by the same man, with the murder 
bearing all the same hallmarks as the first, Lottie 
needs to work fast to discover how else the two 
were linked. Then two more girls go missing. 
Detective Lottie Parker is a woman on the edge. 
Can she fight her own demons and catch the 
killer before he claims another victim? 
 
HUSH HUSH – MEL SHERRATT  

$29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
A killer is on the loose, attacking 
people in places they feel most 
safe: their workplaces, their 
homes. It's up to DS Grace 
Allendale to stop the murders, 
and prove herself to her new 
team. All clues lead to local crime 

family the Steeles, but that's where things get 
complicated. Because the Steeles aren't just any 
family, they're Grace's family. Two brothers and 
two sisters, connected by the violent father only 
Grace and her mother escaped. To catch the 
killer, Grace will have to choose between her 
team and her blood. But who do you trust, when 
both sides are out to get you? 

SECOND SIGHT – SHARON SALA  
BOOK #2 $19.95 
Book #1 The Missing Piece. When 
Charlie Dodge gets a phone call from a 
frantic woman stating her daughter has 
been kidnapped by her ex-husband and 
taken to Fourth Dimension, he takes the 
case without hesitation. The cult's 

rumored purpose is to gather men with psychic 
abilities with the goal of breeding a race of 
people who have supernatural powers. The FBI 
has been monitoring the cult's activities, but 
Charlie and his assistant, Wyrick, aren't bound 
by the same rules. They head to the mountains 
of West Virginia to infiltrate the cult's 
compound. The lives of children are at stake, 
and Charlie and Wyrick will risk everything to 
destroy the cult and its leader. 

 
UNSPOKEN – LISA JACKSON  
$19.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 11/12) 
The envelope delivered to Shelby 
Cole's Seattle home contains no 
return address, just a photograph of a 
little girl. Shelby knows at once that 
this is the daughter she was told died 

at birth. And in that moment, Shelby knows 
something else: she needs to go back to Bad 
Luck, Texas. She's not the only one coming 
home. A long-ago killing is in the news again 
following recanted testimony. A nightmare from 
Shelby's past has been set free. And she can't 
shake a suspicion that someone is luring her 
back here for their own ends. Shelby's search for 
answers is met with stonewalling and hostility. In 
the midst of dark family revelations she 
uncovers a terrifying scheme of revenge.  
 
PERFECT KILL – HELEN FIELDS  

BOOK #6 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Perfect Remains. Bart 
Campbell knows that his chances of 
being found alive are slim. Drugged 
and kidnapped, the realisation soon 
dawns that he's been locked inside a 
shipping container. But what Bart 
doesn't yet know is that he's now 

heading for France.  DCI Ava Turner and DI 
Luc Callanach are working on separate cases 
that soon collide as it becomes clear that the 
men and women being shipped to France are 
being traded for women trafficked into 
Scotland. With so many lives at stake, there's 
no option of failure when Bart and so many 
others will soon be dead.  s
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WINTER STORM HOLLY IS THE WORST IN EIGHTY YEARS BRINGING HIGH WINDS, SUBZERO TEMPERATURES AND SNOWFALL BETTER MEASURED IN 
FEET THAN IN INCHES. THE WEATHER PARALYZES EVERYTHING IN ITS PATH, BUT IN THIS STORM, WEATHER ISN'T THE ONLY THREAT.  
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CLAW ENFORCEMENT – 
SOFIE RYAN  
BOOK #7 $19.95 
Start with The Whole Cat and 
Caboodle. Sarah Grayson owns a 
delightful secondhand shop in the 
small town of North Harbor, 

where she and her rescue cat, Elvis, are 
always finding themselves in trouble. With 
the help of a group of senior citizens-who call 
themselves Charlotte's Angels and work out 
of the store-they solve crimes both new and 
vintage. Local squabbles about property 
development have the town in quite a state of 
drama-and it seems like someone may even 
be upset enough to kill. When a local man 
involved in the real estate quagmire falls over 
dead at a reception to celebrate the harbor 
front's redevelopment, Sarah gets roped in to 
investigate by her own IT expert, Mr. P. 
Between Sarah, Elvis and Charlotte's Angels, 
the killer is sure to have claws for concern. 

 
AND THEN THERE WERE 
CRUMBS – EVE CALDER  
BOOK #1 $19.95 
Kate McGuire's life was sweet in 
Manhattan before she lost her 
restaurant job and fiancé. But 
sometimes that's just the way the 

cookie crumbles, and soon she finds herself 
starting from scratch in the island town of 
Coral Cay. It has everything she's looking for: 
sunny beaches, friendly locals, and a Help 
Wanted sign in the bakery shop window. 
Once she convinces the shop's  owner Sam 
Hepplewhite to hire her, Kate can't tie on her 
apron fast enough. Little does she know that 
trouble, like warm dough, is on the rise. 
Stewart Lord is a real estate developer with a 
taste for a different type of dough: the green 
kind. He knows that he could make a killing 
by purchasing the Cookie House from Sam, 
who flat-out refuses to sell. But when Stewart 
turns up the heat on Sam-then turns up dead 
after eating a fresh batch of Sam's cinnamon 
rolls-all eyes focus on the bakery. When the 
police arrest Sam for murder, Kate must 
somehow prove that her curmudgeonly boss 
is innocent.  

PAW OF THE JUNGLE – 
DIANE KELLY  
BOOK #8 $19.95 
Start with Paw Enforcement. The 
weather is beautiful, work is slow, 
and her canine colleague could use a 
walk. What better day for Megan to 

take Brigit to the Fort Worth Zoo, where 
they can let loose and witness the law and 
order of nature unfold? But what begins as a 
fun field trip turns serious when a pair of rare 
hyacinth macaws goes missing. Is the new 
custodian, a gentle soul who happens to be an 
ex-convict, to blame? Or is something far 
more sinister afoot? The birds are worth 
thousands of dollars, and the list of people 
who might have stolen them is long. Soon 
other animals start disappearing and Megan 
and Brigit have their hands and paws full of 
suspects. But when a rare black rhino is taken 
from the zoo, presumably for its black-
market-friendly horn, time is of the essence. 
Can Megan and Brigit find out who's behind 
the mystery-before they too become prey? 
 
COUGAR MOM – EVE LANGLAIS  
BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 

Book #1 Soccer Mom, Book #2 
Hockey Mom. Meredith is 
practically old enough to be the 
mother of some of the younger 
Killer Mom agents, but that doesn't 
mean she's ready to retire. With her 
kids off to university, it is past time 
this Cougar Mom goes back to 

fieldwork. And she gets the perfect 
opportunity when she offers to help organize 
a wedding in the Caribbean...while 
completing a mission. When an accident 
leaves her with no memory, she has no idea 
that the man caring for her, the one she's 
falling for, is her target. Hugo isn't exactly a 
good man. He'd be the first to admit that he's 
ruthless, yet he's a different person around 
Meredith. A kind and gentle lover--until he's 
betrayed. When the truth of Meredith's 
identity is revealed, he wants nothing to do 
with her, but that changes when she's 
kidnapped, and he realizes that he made the 
mistake of falling in love with a killer mom. 

FOREVER STRONG – 
PIPER J DRAKE  
BOOK #6 $19.95 
Start with Extreme Honor. Jiang 
Ying Yue assumed her kidnapping 
was random, that she was in the 
wrong place at the wrong time. 

After all, who would want to harm her? But 
then her rescuer---a charismatic former 
soldier who takes her breath away---uncovers 
a traitor in her father's organization. Now, 
Ying Yue realizes that she's become a pawn 
in a dangerous game, and her kidnapper 
won't be satisfied until she disappears for 
good. Zu Anyanwu's work with Search and 
Protect and his canine partner Buck have 
always been his first priority until he's tasked 
with keeping Ying Yue safe. To him, the 
brave and resilient investment expert is more 
than just another client. But with danger 
closing in, Zu can't let his emotions get in the 
way of the most important job he's ever had--
-protecting the woman he loves. 
 
IGNITE ON CONTACT – JACI 
BURTON  
BOOK #2 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 

Book #1 Hot to the Touch. 
Firefighter Rafe Donovan avoids 
them whenever possible. He loves 
dating women, but he makes sure 
they know up front that he's in it 
for fun, great sex and nothing 
more. Fun. As an ER nurse and the 
official caretaker of her disabled 

grandfather, Carmen Lewis doesn't have time 
for fun. But Rafe has been there for Carmen-
and her grandfather-time and again, and he's 
clearly interested in her. She knows he's a 
player, but she's tempted by his charm and 
incredible body. And maybe a little fun isn't a 
bad thing, as long as she keeps her heart away 
from the fiery game she's enjoying with a very 
hot man. Love. It doesn't take Rafe long to 
realize that until now he's only been playing 
at romance. With Carmen he feels searing 
passion and heart-tugging emotion for the 
first time. Now he has to convince Carmen 
that what they have together is the real deal.  
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Check out these Lindsey McKenna and Joan Johnston Reissues 
WILD MUSTANG WOMAN/JESSIE $19.95 *REISSUE/RENAME* 

“Wild Mustang Woman” Book #1 (Orig 98) Sam McGuire 
had always admired Kate's free spirit though it was what 
ultimately took her away. He was the cowboy of her dreams. 
The kind of man Kate Donovan had loved but could never 
have. “Jessie” Book #1 Originally Honey and the Hired Hand 
(92) Honey hasn't been the same ever since her husband, a 
Texas Ranger, died on the job. Juggling the ranch, raising her 
children, and a wounded heart has left her at the end of her 

rope. So when cowboy Jesse Whitelaw turns up on her doorstep looking for 
work, he seems like the answer to her prayers. But Honey is used to working 
on her own terms, and isn't ready for the feelings he's stirring in her heart. 
HEART OF THE EAGLE/ADAM $19.95 *REISSUE/RENAME*  

“Heart of The Eagle” Book #1 (Orig 86) Dahlia Kincaid had 
found peace at her Colorado ranch. Yet her heart still yearned 
to feel truly loved. She never imagined a threat from the past 
would follow her here or that it would bring a powerful male. 
The Triple K Ranch was the last place Jim Tremain believed 
his investigation would lead. And he never expected to find the 
woman who'd bewitched him years ago and still had the power 
to drive him wild. He needed Dahlia to see he wasn't the 

predator he'd first seemed. Could he ask Dahlia to risk her heart with 
everything to lose, but so much to gain? “Adam” Book #2 Originally The 
Rancher and the Runaway Bride (93) With three overprotective brothers 
looking over her shoulder, Tate Whitelaw was finding it impossible to 
become a woman. They still thought of her as a pigtailed little girl. So Tate 
hightailed it off the homestead, right into the manly arms of Adam Philips. 
She'd show everyone just how grown-up she was! The last thing that 
hardened rancher Adam Philips was looking for was a damsel in distress.  

A MEASURE OF LOVE/BILLY $19.95 *REISSUE/RENAME* 
“A Measure of Love” Book #2  (Orig 87) She'd come to protect 
the wild horses that roamed his land. But one look at the proud, 
defiant rancher was enough to warn her - it was her heart that was 
in danger. Rafe had lost love once to tragedy, and Jessie feared she 
could never persuade him to take that chance again. OR could 
she? “Billy” Book #9 Originally The Temporary Groom (96). If 
single dad Billy Stonecreek doesn't find himself a wife who is 
mother material, his horrible in-laws will gain custody of his little 

twin daughters. Billy loves his girls more than anything, but who will love 
him enough to live with all of them? Cherry Whitelaw can't seem to outrun 
the reputation she has in Hawk's Way. And when she hears what Billy 
needs, she sees the perfect way to gain some respectability in the 
community. But can she make her new husband fall in love with her, too? 
CHASE THE CLOUDS/COLT $19.95 *REISSUE/RENAME*  

“Chase the Clouds” as Eileen Nauman (83) Sam Reese always 
got his way. When time came to collect on a debt, he didn't care 
whose toes were stepped on. He might be as stubborn as one of 
his own untested stallions, but he knew the value of a man's 
promise. One glance at Dany Daguerre told Sam she had no 
intention of honoring her ex-husband's contract. Especially if it 
involved riding a spitfire horse in a proper competition. “Colt” 
Book #12 Originally The Substitute Groom (98) All of Jennifer 

Wright's hopes and dreams had rested on her summer wedding until a single 
moment changed everything. Including the groom. Suddenly, Jennifer 
agreed to marry her fiance's best friend, a Texan she needed and desperately 
wanted almost against her will. But U.S. Air Force Major Colt Whitelaw had 
sacrificed too much to settle for a marriage of convenience, and that made 
hiding her passion all the more difficult. And hiding her biggest secret 
downright impossible. s
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“WOW, CAN’T BELIEVE I MISSED THIS ONE. ONE OF MY 
FAVOURITE CRIME AUTHORS OF ALL TIME” ROSEMARY 
THE TRUTH FACTORY – CODY MCFADYEN 
BOOK #5 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Shadow Man. Smoky heads a team of FBI agents 
who hunt down the most horrific of criminals. That’s only 
fitting, since early in her career, Smoky lost her husband and 
daughter to a violent madman who sliced a curling scar 

across her face. Smoky continues to throw her heart into chasing twisted 
killers with her team of quirky, wise agents. Smoky is pregnant and happily 
remarried. She and her team have just been summoned to a baffling scene 
in Denver: In a suburban cul de sac, two seemingly happy families have 
been slaughtered and displayed. This leads Smoky into an enormous 
underground bunker and a plot that threads through the entire 
community. And then well, this is a crime that will grip the world. 
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Coming next month... 
 A SEAL ALWAYS WINS – HOLLY CASTILLO BK #2  

 CROSS HER HEART – MELINDA LEIGH BK #1 T/P  
  TEN DAYS GONE – BEVERLEY LONG BOOK #1 
  CALLING ON QUINN – BLUE SAFFIRE BOOK #1 

   DEAD IN A WEEK – ANDREA KANE BK #1 T/P *SPIN OFF* 
 

MCKENNA/JOHNSTON *REISSUES* 
  SHADOWS FROM THE PAST BK #1/FARON BK #3 

  THE LAST COWBOY BK #4/GARTH BK #4 
  DEADLY SILENCE BK#3/FALCON BK #6 

 DEADLY IDENTITY BK #2/CALLEN BK #7  
 

Some wonderful reads from Karen Brooks  
THE CHOCOLATE MAKERS WIFE 

$19.99 TRADE P/BACK 
Rosamund Tomkins, the 
illegitimate daughter of a nobleman, 
spends most of her young life at a 
country inn. To her, the 
Restoration under Charles II is but 
a distant threat as she works under 
the watchful eye of her brutal, abusive 

step-father until the day she is nearly run over by 
the coach of Sir Everard Blithman. Sir Everard, a 
canny merchant, offers Rosamund an 
"opportunity like no other," allowing her to 
escape into a very different life. Becoming the 
linchpin that will drive the success of his fledgling 
business: a luxurious London chocolate house 
where wealthy and well-connected men come to 
see and be seen, to gossip and plot, while 
indulging in the sweet and heady drink. Rosamund 
adapts and thrives in her new surroundings, 
quickly becoming the most talked about woman 
in society. But Sir Everard's plans for Rosamund 
and the chocolate house involve family secrets 
that span the Atlantic Ocean, which have 
already brought death and dishonor to the 
Blithman name. Rosamund knows nothing of 
the mortal peril that comes with her new title, 
nor of the forces spinning a web of conspiracy 
buried in the past, until she meets a man whose 
return tightens their grip upon her, threatening to 
destroy everything she loves and damn her to a 
dire fate. As she fights for her life and those she 
loves through the ravages of the plague and 
London's Great Fire. 

THE LOCKSMITHS DAUGHTER  
$22.99 TRADE P/BACK 
Mallory Bright is the only daughter of 
London's most ingenious locksmith and 
has apprenticed with her father since 
childhood. After scandal destroys her 
reputation, Mallory has returned to her 
father's home and lives almost as a 

recluse, ignoring the whispers of their neighbors. 
But Sir Francis Walsingham, Queen Elizabeth's 
spymaster and a frequent client of Mallory's 
father, sees potenial in Mallory and draws her into 
his world of danger and deception. The 
locksmith's daughter is not only good at cracking 
locks, he discovers; she also has a talent for codes, 
spycraft, and intrigue. With Mallory at his service, 
no scheme in England or abroad is safe from 
discovery. But Mallory's loyalty wavers when she 
witnesses the brutal and bloody public execution 
of three Jesuit priests and realizes the human cost 
of her espionage. And later, when she discovers 
the identity of a Catholic spy and a conspiracy that 
threatens the kingdom, she is forced to choose 
between her country and her heart. Once Sir 
Francis' greatest asset, Mallory is fast becoming 
his worst threat-and there is only one way the 
Queen's spymaster deals with his enemies. 
 

A DANGEROUS COLLABORATION – 
DEANNA RAYBOURN  
BOOK #4 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with A Curious Beginning. Lured 
by the promise of a rare butterfly, 
Veronica Speedwell is persuaded by 
Lord Templeton-Vane, the brother of 
her colleague Stoker, to pose as his 
fiancée at a house party on a Cornish 

isle owned by his oldest friend, Malcolm Romilly. 
But Veronica soon learns that one question hangs 
over the party: What happened to Rosamund? 
 Three years ago, Malcolm Romilly's bride 
vanished on their wedding day, and no trace of 
her has ever been found. Now those who were 
closest to her have gathered, each a possible 
suspect in her disappearance. Determined to 
discover Rosamund's fate, Veronica and Stoker 
match wits with a murderer who has already 
struck once and will not hesitate to kill again. 
 

ROYAL BRIDESMAIDS – 
LAURENS/FOLEY/ET AL  
$19.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 08/12) 
“A Return Engagement” by 
Stephanie Laurens  Lady Nell Daughtry 
has her hands full getting herreluctant-
bride of a sister safely married to the 
Prince of Lautenberg. Then she learns 

that, in the wedding party, she's paired with 
Robert Knightley the fiancé who walked away. 
“The Imposter Bride” by Gaelen Foley. Lady 
Minerva must ensure her country's princessis wed 
to handsome Prince Tor. Then the bride bolts, 
and bridesmaid becomes-bride! “Lord Lovedon's 
Duel” by Loretta Chase.  When Chloe Sharp 
hears the handsome Earl of Lovedonsay her 
sister's royal marriage is a match made in money, 
she challenges him to a duel-for love and honor. 

 
HER SCANDALOUS PURSUIT – 
CANDACE CAMP  
BOOK #7 $19.95 
Start with Mesmerized. Thisbe 
Moreland is used to men not taking 
her seriously. As a scientist, she's 
accustomed to being the only 
woman at lectures and meetings. So 

it comes as a surprise when she sits next to a 
young man who is actually interested in having a 
conversation about science. Desmond Harrison 
cannot believe his good fortune when he sits 
next to Thisbe-she's intelligent and incredibly 
beautiful. He longs to see her again-but he's 
ashamed of his low birth. Not to mention his 
employment with Professor Gordon, a formerly 
respected scientist who turned to spiritualism and 
is now deeply scorned.  When Professor Gordon 
demands that Desmond recover an artifact for 
him-the Eye of Annie Blue, Desmond realizes 
that only Thisbe holds the key. Desmond must 
choose between his love for Thisbe and his loyalty 
to his mentor. 

THE ARRANGEMENT – DAY/
SPENCER/VAYDEN  
$29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
“Mischief and the Marquess” by 
Sylvia Day. Justin, the Marquess of 
Fontaine, and Lady Sophie Milton-
Riley are completely ill-suited to one 

another. Yet the more they attempt to 
demonstrate how wrong their union would be, the 
more right things feel. “The Dukes Treasure” 
by Minerva Spencer. Josephine Loman has loved 
Beaumont Halliwell since the first time she saw 
him. But he’s only had eyes only for her friend, 
who marryied his brother. Beau hasn't been home 
in years, but when his brother dies, he must marry 
to save the dukedom. And Jo will turn his world 
upside down. “The Inconvenient Countess” by 
Kristin Vayden. As the eldest in a family of 
daughters, Miss Diana Katherine Lambson's only 
option is a marriage of convenience. Her only true 
desire: freedom. And that is exactly what Charles 
Brook, Earl of Barrington, is willing to offer. He 
will even provide Diana with a contract. But does 
she dare entrust her future to a scoundrel?  

 
SEDUCE ME WITH 
SAPPHIRES – JANE FEATHER  
BOOK #2 $19.95 
Book #1 Tempt me With Diamonds. 
The Honorable Miss Fenella Grantley 
has a secret: she's been taking drama 
classes and longs to be an actress. 

Ladies of her standing don't appear on stage, but 
Fenella has never been one for society's rules. 
She's quite excited to take on the challenge of 
reading the leading role in a new play-until she 
meets the playwright. Edward Tremayne, 
illegitimate son of the Earl of Pendleton, scorned 
the ton years ago, making his own way in the 
world, and pursuing his literary gifts on the side. 
The only thing he misses from his old world is 
Fenella. Since seeing her at a ball when she was a 
young debutante, he's never forgotten her. Now 
that fate has reunited them, Edward's determined 
to make her his leading lady-in every way.  
 

NEVER KISS A DUKE – MEGAN 
FRAMPTON  
BOOK #1 $19.95  
Sebastian, Duke of Hasford, has a title, 
wealth, privilege, and plenty of charm. 
Until an accident of birth has turned 
him into plain Mr. de Silva. Now, 
Sebastian is flummoxed as to what to 

do with his life-until he stumbles into a gambling 
den owned by Miss Ivy, who hires him on the 
spot. Working with a boss has never seemed so 
enticing. Two years ago, Ivy gambled everything 
that was precious to her-and won. Now the owner 
of London's most intriguing gambling house, Ivy 
is competent, assured, and measured. Until she 
meets Mr. de Silva, who stirs feelings she didn't 
realize she had 



A DELICATE DECEPTION – 
CAT SEBASTIAN  
BOOK #3 $14.95  
Book #1 Unmasked by the Marquess 
Book #2 A Duke in Disguise. When 
Amelia Allenby escaped London for 
the countryside, the last thing she 
wanted was a man disturbing her 

daily walks. The last place Sydney wished to 
be was in the shadow of the ruins of Pelham 
Hall, the inherited property that stole 
everything from him. But as he awaits the 
Duke of Hereford, he finds himself 
captivated by Amelia. He quickly finds that 
keeping his ownership of Pelham Hall a 
secret is as impossible as keeping himself 
from falling in love with her. But when the 
Duke arrives, Sydney's ruse is revealed.   

THE MAIL ORDER BRIDES 
SECRET – LINDA BRODAY  
BOOK #3 $19.95 
Book #1 The Outlaw's Mail Order 
Bride, Book #2 Saving the Mail 
Order Bride. When three children 
show up on outlaw Tait Trinity's 
doorstep, he knows he can't help 

them-a wanted man has no business raising 
kids. And yet he can't bring himself to turn 
them away. At a loss, he sends for the mail 
order bride he'd been writing to, hoping she 
will be the answer to his prayers. Melanie 
Dunbar is nothing like the bride Tait was 
expecting. She's rough and tumble and hiding 
an ulterior motive. Her sister has been taken 
hostage, and if Melanie wants to see her alive, 
she'll have to betray her new husband. 
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Heres a thrilling series by Susanna Craig 
TO KISS A THIEF  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 

Sarah Pevensey had hoped her 
arranged marriage to St. John 
Sutliffe, Viscount Fairfax, could 
become something more. But it 
ended in scandal. Accused of 
being a jewel thief, Sarah fled to a 
small village to rebuild her life. The 
last time St. John saw his new wife, 

she was in the lap of a soldier, disheveled, and 
no longer in possession of his family's heirloom 
sapphire necklace. Now, three years later, he has 
located Sarah and is determined she pay for her 
crimes. But the woman he finds is far from what 
he expected. Sarah has nothing to hide from her 
husband-or so it appears. As he attempts to woo 
her to uncover her secrets, St. John soon realizes 
that she may steal his heart.  
TO TEMPT AN HEIRESS  
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 

After her father dies, Tempest 
Holderin wants nothing more than 
to fulfill his wish to free the slaves 
on their Antiguan sugar plantation. 
But the now wealthy woman finds 
herself pursued by a pack of 
unsavory suitors. To keep her 
from danger, her friend arranges a 

most unconventional solution: have Tempest 
kidnapped and taken to safety. Captain Andrew 
Corrvan has an unseemly reputation as a 
ruthless, money-hungry blackguard-but those on 
his ship know differently. He is driven by only 
one thing: the quest to avenge his father's death 
on the high seas. Until he agrees to abduct a 
headstrong heiress. If traveling for weeks-
without a chaperone-isn't enough to ruin 
Tempest, the desire she feels for her dark and 
dangerously attractive captor will do the rest.  
TO SEDUCE A STRANGER  
BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
After her husband dies-leaving her his fortune-

Charlotte Blakemore finds 
herself at the mercy of her 
stepson, who vows to contest 
the will. With nowhere to turn 
she embarks on an elaborate ruse
-only to find herself stranded on 
the way to London. More than 
twenty years in the West Indies 

have hardened Edward Cary, but not enough to 
abandon a helpless woman at a roadside inn. He 
takes her with him to the Gloucestershire estate 
he is determined to restore. As far as Charlotte 
knows, Edward is nothing more than a steward, 
and there's no reason to reveal his noble birth. 
Acting as husband and wife will keep people in 
the village from asking questions that neither 
Charlotte nor Edward are willing to answer.  
 

TEMPTATIONS DARLING – 
JOHANNA LINDSEY  
$23.95 *REPACK* 
William Blackburn, Earl of Ketterham, 
lives in exile in the Scottish Highlands 
with his daughter Vanessa. When she 
comes of age William urges her to 
return to her mother in England to 

make her debut. She agrees to re-enter 
fashionable society, determined to end the 
vendetta against her father. Lord Montgomery 
Townsend fixes problems for the Prince 
Regent. While hiding out at the home of the 
Countess of Ketterham, Monty watches a 
disaster-in-the-making as his hostess tries to 
prepare her estranged daughter for a match with 
the son of a powerful family. Puzzled as to why 
Vanessa wants to marry the rogue, Monty steps 
in to make her dreams come true. But soon he 
faces the temptation to upend Vanessa's 
wedding plans so he can marry her! 

 
SCOT UNDER THE COVERS – 
SUZANNE ENOCH  
BOOK #2 $19.95  
Book #1 Its Getting Scot in 
Here. Miranda Harris is known for her 
charm, wit, and ability to solve 
problems. But when her brother lands 

neck-deep in gambling debt and Miranda is 
subsequently blackmailed into marriage, she 
must enlist the help of the devil himself to save 
herself. Highlander Aden MacTaggert knows 
next to nothing about the ways of the ton, but he 
knows his way around gaming halls and womens' 
hearts. Still, Aden is not sure how he'll manage 
to find a Sassenach bride in time to save his 
family's inheritance. When his almost sister-in-
law Miranda comes to him for assistance, he 
proposes a partnership: She will help him 
navigate London society and he'll teach her 
everything about wagering to win back her 
freedom. She intrigues Aden-but is she playing 
him, or are the sparks between them real?  

 
HUNTING FOR A 
HIGHLANDER – LYNSAY SANDS  
BOOK #8 $19.95 
Start with An English Bride in Scotland. 
Lady Dwyn Innes feels out of place 
among the eligible women who've 
descended on Buchanan Keep. Since 

her betrothed died, Dwyn has resigned herself to 
becoming an old maid. Yet a chance encounter 
with a stranger in the orchard awakens her to a 
new world of possibility. After weeks away, 
Geordie Buchanan returns to find his home 
swarming with potential brides, thanks to his 
interfering family. But one lass in particular 
draws his attention from the moment he spies 
her climbing a tree. Lady Dwyn is not nearly as 
plain as she thinks. But the real test lies ahead. 

KERRIGAN BYRNE’S HIGHLAND MAGIC 
SERIES IS FINALLY IN PRINT 
TO SEDUCE A HIGHLANDER  
BOOK #1-#3 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK 

“Unspoken” Roderick is death for 
hire, cursed by an enemy who left him 
unable to speak. She’s a refugee with a 
secret that could cost her life. 
Outnumbered he’s fated to die in battle 
like. Could the strength of their love 
defy destiny? “Unwilling” Connor is a 
mercenary Laird who fears nothing but 

the darkness inside him. She’s a noble beauty 
from two prominent families in Scotland, sold to 
the highest bidder. He mistakenly rescues her 
from a fate worse than death, now she is his 
prisoner. “Unwanted” Finn is a bastard, stalking 
the Highlands bent on revenge and murder 
when he stumbles on an infant in the snow. 
She’s a desperate woman who’s lost everything. 
Together they form the bonds of family.   
TO DESIRE A HIGHLANDER  
BOOK #4 - #6 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK 

“Released” Her last memory is of her 
violent death, and now she's screaming 
for vengeance. He's a Laird with 
enough sins to stain his soul, but he's 
cursed for the crimes of another. 
With a clan divided, an impending 
marriage, and whispers of dark magic 
threatening the Highlands, a tempting 

Banshee is the last thing he needs. “Redeemed” 
She was brutalized and burned alive but denied 
her vengeance by a cruel twist of fate. He's a 
Druid driven mad by his quest for retribution. 
Two lost souuls can only find redemption in the 
desires they thought dead. “Reluctant” She's a 
Banshee assassin who's first mark had a 
proposition too seductive to resist. He's the 
Laird of Shadows, a rogue Berserker terrorizing 
the Highlands in search of a warrior's death. 
Then a mistaken kiss binds their souls together.  
TO WED A HIGHLANDER 
BOOK #7 - #9 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK 

“Insolent” A dark evil threatens 
Morgana de Moray’s Highland 
home.  The Druid Princess is left with 
no choice but to strike a bargain with 
the Berserker and risk all to unleash 
the beast from within the man. 
“Indecent” Charged with keeping a 
Druid relic safe, Kenna de Moray is 

cloistered in a convent far from home. When a 
Viking Berserker saves her from the lash of a 
whip, he doesn’t realize that he’s about to 
unleash the full force of her power on the world. 
“Incarnate” Malcolm de Moray is the Druid 
King of the Picts, and Earth’s last hope to stop 
the Apocalypse. The woman he saves has spent 
a century as a prisoner of dark Druids, and now 
she must choose between her heart or her life. 
 

Coming next month… 
CHASING CASSANDRA – Lisa Kleypas BK #6  

AN INCONVENIENT DUKE – Anna 
Harrington BK #1  

THE BACHELOR – SABRINA JEFFRIES  
BK #2  

ENGAGED TO THE EARL – Lisa Berne  
BK #4  

HIS SECRET MISTRESS – CATHY 
MAXWELL BK #1  

EVERY BIT A ROGUE – ADRIENNE BASSO 
BK #1  

FOR THE SAKE OF THE SCOTTISH RAKE – 
ANNA BRADLEY BK #2 T/P 

WILD WILD RAKE – JANA MACGREGOR  
BK #6 
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RACKED AND STACKED – LORELEI JAMES  
BOOK #9 $19.95 *REPACK* 
Start with Corralled. Growing up with three older brothers, Larissa 
"Riss" Thorpe defines the term tomboy-a moniker that never 
mattered to her until she crossed paths with sexy cowboy playboy, 
Ike Palmer. His declaration that he prefers his women soft and 
feminine is the one benefit to becoming his business partner. Since 
Riss is obviously not his type, there's little chance they'll mix 

business and pleasure when they're on the road together. Former cattle 
broker Ike Palmer was ready for a new chapter in his life when he 
partnered with Riss, a contrary redhead who lords her mechanical abilities 
over him at every turn. Ike raised his three younger sisters; he knows a 
thing or three about how women work. The problem is Riss is unlike any 
woman he's ever met. With the odds stacked against them, Riss and Ike 
will have to choose between their stubbornness and the fiery attraction. 

CHECK OUT TINA DONAHUE 
FREEING THE BEAST  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
For Becca Salt being a witch isn't all magic. She spends her 
nights running a makeover service for demons, vamps, weres 
and zombies who want to project a more human, normal side. 
Their goal? To get the babes without the authorities hunting 

them down. Once Becca suppresses the worst of their beast, they're on the 
hunt and gone. Dating has been a definite bitch for Eric Diletto. Although 
he's hot and hung, he's also one of Cupid's descendants-a god born to 
believe in courtship, courtesy and all that other junk. Tired of women 
dumping him for the bad boys, Eric hires Becca to release his inner beast. 
Two potions later, they're crawling all over each other. 

SURRENDERING TO THE BEAST  
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
It's definitely not business as usual at From Crud to Stud, a 
makeover service for supernatural beings. Receptionist Heather
-a good fairy with a pure heart, mind and body-is on the fast 
track to corruption with Daemon, a satyr. Half-man, all beast, 
Daemon's the ultimate bad boy, a follower of the god of wine 
and a good time. Before, during and after his makeover to look 

fully human, he intends to put some color into Heather's cheeks. Especially 
as Mistress Jin, a genie Daemon commands, agrees to show Heather how 
to cut loose. Under the mistress's tutelage and Daemon's lust, Heather's 
gonna find out what love and having fun is all about. 

 
ROUGH RIDE – JAYNE RYLON  
BOOK #5 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Wild Ride. Sevan has been keeping secrets. She's not 
the errand boy everyone at the Wildfire outlaw motorcycle gang 
thinks she is. No, she's been playing a dangerous game, hunting 
their president from inside their ranks in the name of revenge. 
And if anyone finds out, they won't hesitate to kill her. Levi 

Jansen has always been drawn to Sevan, even when he thought she was a 
mechanic named Rivet. He can't blame her for that since he's been hiding 
too. As an undercover agent, he's relied on his partnership with ex-con, 
Ransom, to infiltrate Wildfire and build a case against them. As the three of 
them swirl deeper into darkness, they need to rely on each other to find 
their way out, and back home to Hot Rides. Otherwise they're doomed to 
become exactly what they've been fighting. Allowing themselves to be 
distracted by desire would be the stupidest thing they could do. 
Unfortunately the attraction between them is impossible to ignore.  
 
HERE ARE TWO LONG AWAITED RELEASES FROM LAURANN DOHNER  

BEST FRIENDS 
BOOK #15 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK  
Start with Fury. Working together has forged a friendship 
between Melinda York and Mary Muller. So much so, they’re 
more like sisters. When two men burst into their diner with 
murder on their minds, Mel doesn’t hesitate to act. She’ll do 
anything to protect her friend, as well as their New Species 
customers. A single act of bravery sparks a series of events that 

result in Snow getting to know the waitress he’s been obsessive about. He 
just wants to keep Mel safe. And convince her he’s the male for her. Mary 
is the brunt of jokes because of her extreme fear of animals. When Mel’s 
actions link them both to New Species, she’d like to hide from those scary 
men with fangs. That would make her a crappy best friend, though. She’ll 
try to be brave, right up until the moment she comes face to face with a 
lion man named Lash.  

FALLING FOR SKY 
BOOK #8 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Burning Up Flint. Mick knew signing up to run a 
solo mining operation would be boring, but a ten-year stint will 
earn her enough credits to retire. Once her years are up, she 
fantasizes about confessing her true identity as a woman and 
maybe he’ll be interested in more than friendship. Until then, 
she must follow protocol by keeping her voice synthesizer on, 

pretending to be a man. As the cyborg expert on all things human, Sky’s 
job includes chatting with Earthers, gleaning any intel that might lead to 
the deadly Markus Models. He particularly enjoys talking to Mick, a 
friendly Earther stationed on a mining planet. But Sky gets the shock of his 
life the next time he hails him and discovers not only is his friend under 
attack by pirates, but “he” is actually a “she.” Mick is short for Mickayla—
and she’s captivating. Sky’s always wanted an Earther woman for his own, 
someone he’ll never have to share with another cyborg, and Mick is his for 
the taking. All he has to do is disobey direct orders, abandon his current 
mission, and rescue Mick, all before his council can punish him for his 
misdeeds. Piece of cake, as the humans would say. 

Michelle M Pillow has finally continued her space lord series 
HIS FROST MAIDEN  (ORIG 02/08) 
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK *REPUBLISH*  
Empath and space pirate, Evan Cormier is obsessed with decoding 
a premonition about his future. When a fellow crewman angered a 
spirit, the vengeful Zhang An took her wrath out on everyone in 
the vicinity. Evan was one of them. He's now facing a future in 
which he'll be forever alone. Lady Josselyn of the House of Craven 
has been betrayed. With her home world on a Florencian moon 

under attack and her family dead, she finds herself at the mercy of the one who 
deceived them. There is only one thing left to do-die with honor. But before 
she can join her family in the afterlife, she must first avenge their deaths. Falling 
in love with a pirate was never in the plan. Evan and his thieving crewmates 
might have delayed her fate, but they can't stop destiny. 

HIS FIRE MAIDEN  
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Dev has found a home with a misfit outlaw band of space pirates 
and he will do anything to protect his makeshift family. He knows 
he will never be accepted into human society. The demonic race of 
his birth shuns him and the humans fear him. So when the woman 
of his dreams comes gunning for his crew, the fiery maiden leaves 
him no choice but to show just how naughty his demon can be. 
HIS METAL MAIDEN  
BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Dragon-shifter Lochlann left home to avoid a war he didn't believe 
in. Now as Captain of The Conqueror, in charge of a misfit crew, 
all he wants is to return without the label of coward. He's been 
offered one chance at redemption: Find Margot, a noblewoman's 
missing sister. The only problem is, the woman disappeared years 
ago, and his closest lead is a beautiful look-a-like droid crafted in 

her image. Alexis is programed to be everything he could ever desire but getting 
her to reveal her secrets proves to be a true challenge for this alpha male. Being 
a pleasure droid isn't as glamorous as it sounds. Alexis can't remember a time 
when she wasn't the property of others. Multiple surgeries have amounted to a 
life not worth living. When a pirate crew visits her facility, she sneaks onto their 
ship. Desperate not to be returned to her owners, she strikes a deal with the 
alluring captain. Pretend to be Margot in exchange for freedom. 

HIS EARTH MAIDEN  
BOOK #4 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Former elite Federation soldier, now turned space pirate, Jackson 
Burke has done his best to turn his life around. He isn't prepared 
when fate leaves a woman's safety totally in his hands. Since heroes 
don't leave a damsel in distress-and despite being outlaw pirates, 
the crew considers themselves the good guys-Jackson assumes 
responsibility for the beauty. It's enough that his ship is held 

together by rust and sheer will, now he's got to keep this good guy thing straight 
and not give into the urges the female brings out in him. Raisa is everything a 
man could want and for some reason she seems to like him, but he's on the 
Federation's wanted list and they aren't known to back down. 

HIS WOODLAND MAIDEN  
BOOK #5 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Space pirate and all-around bad boy, Rick Hayes isn't looking to 
change his ways. He's one helluva pilot, has a crew he thinks of as 
family, and women seem to want his company. What more could a 
guy want? Life is too short to settle down, and he knows firsthand 
the less you care about, the less it hurts when you lose it. Too bad 
his logic doesn't always get through to his heart. When fate tempts 

him with a beautiful woman that appears to see through all of his defenses. 
Well, actually, the frustrating star beam took him prisoner, hit him over the 
head, and stole his memories. Regardless of those few minor hiccups on the 
road to romance, Rick has to decide if love is worth the risk. 

Coming next month… 

 TOXIC DUST – EVE LANGLAIS BK #1 T/P     
 
CAVAS—LAURANN DOHNER BK #5 T/P 
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THE CAPTAIN AND THE BEST MAN—
CURZON/HARKSTEAD  
BOOK #4 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 

Start with The Captain and the 
Cavalry Trooper. When Josh leaves 
the rainy shores of England for the 
sun-drenched tropical island of St 
Sebastian, his biggest worry is 
remembering his best man's speech. 
But a chance meeting with dashing 
airline pilot Captain Guy 

Collingwood leads to a hot and raunchy holiday 
romance. Guy's everything Josh is looking for in 
his ideal man. Mature, dashing and confident, 
he's also single and more than happy to show 
Josh the pleasure of St Sebastian. Yet Guy's 
unruffled demeanor hides a past regret. Is the 
wedding of Josh's best friend about to reopen a 
painful chapter that has never fully closed? As a 
fearsome tropical storm threatens the island 
paradise and a broken family threatens Josh and 
Guy's happiness, the stakes have never been 
higher. Can St Sebastian work its magic to heal 
past wounds and will Josh and Guy's holiday 
fling take flight? 

HERES TWO FROM CHARLIE COCHET 
CATCH A TIGER BY THE TAIL  

BOOK #6 $24.95 *REPACK* 
Start with Hell and High Water. 
Calvin Summers and Ethan Hobbs 
have been best friends since 
childhood, but somewhere along 
the line, their friendship evolved 
into something more. With the 
Therian Youth Center bombing, 

Calvin realizes just how short life can be and no 
longer keeps his feelings for his best friend a 
secret. Unfortunately, change is difficult for 
Ethan; most days he does well to deal with his 
selective mutism and social anxiety. Calvin's 
confession adds a new struggle for Ethan, one he 
fears might cost him the friendship that's been his 
whole world for as long as he can remember. As 
partners and Defense Agents at the THIRDS, 
being on Destructive Delta is tough at the best of 
times, but between call-outs and life-threatening 
situations, Calvin and Ethan not only face 
traversing the challenges of their job, but also 
working toward a future as more than friends. 

KEPT IN THE DARK  
BOOK #1 $24.95 *REPACK* 
Former Army Ranger turned 
government assassin Álvaro 
Montero and CIA Officer Caiden 
Cardosa crossed paths two years 
ago in Vienna, where their encounter 
ended less than amicably-despite the 

sexual chemistry between them. Now Caiden is 
riding a desk at Langley after his cover is blown. 
And Álvaro-who was "killed"-has a new identity 
and purpose as Delta/D, an operative for the 
Locke and Keyes Agency, under the leadership of 
Alpha Orion. When D and Caiden team up in a 
deadly black ops mission, the urge to kill each 
other will have to take a back seat to the desire for 
revenge against the man who betrayed them both. 
Surviving the mission won't be easy. Resisting the 
passion between them-that might be impossible. 

HERES SOME REPUBLISHED BOOKS FROM 
AUSSIE AUTHOR LOUISA MASTERS  
CHARMING HIM  (ORIG 10/17) 
BOOK #1 TRADE P/BACK $29.95 
*RENAME/REPUBLISH*  
Previously published as “The Bunny 
and the Billionaire”. Hardworking 
Australian nurse Ben Adams inherits a 
substantial sum and decides to tour 

Europe. In Monaco, he meets French billionaire 
playboy Léo Artois. After getting off on the 
wrong foot-as happens when one accuses a 
stranger of being part of the Albanian mafia-their 
attraction blazes. Léo, born to the top tier of 
society, has never known limits, and Ben, used to 
budgeting every cent, finds it difficult to adjust to 
Léo's world, and the changes wealth brings to his 
own life. As they make allowances for each other's 
foibles, Ben gradually appreciates the finer things, 
and Léo widens his perspective. They both know 
one thing: this is not a typical holiday romance 
and they're not ready to say goodbye. 

OFFSIDE RULES (ORIG 01/19) 
BOOK #2 TRADE P/BACK $29.95 
*RENAME/REPUBLISH* 
Previously published as “The Athlete 
and the Aristocrat” Newly retired 
championship football player Simon 
Wood is taking on his next challenge. 
His plan for a charity to provide 

funding for underprivileged children to pursue 
football as a career has passed its first hurdle: he 
has backers and an executive consultant. Now it's 
time to get the ball rolling. Lucien Morel, heir to 
the multibillion-euro Morel Corporation, is 
shocked-and thrilled-to learn his father has 
volunteered him as consultant to a fledgling 
football charity. Better yet, the brains behind it all 
is Simon Wood, his teenage idol and crush. 
Although Simon and Lucien get off on the wrong 
foot, it's not long before they're getting along like 
a house on fire. But with the charity under public 
scrutiny, can their romance thrive? 

CHECK OUT AUSSIE AUTHOR BECCA 
SEYMOUR  
LET ME SHOW YOU 
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE  
P/BACK  
When a veterinarian and a 
construction worker connect, it takes 
mishaps, mistakes, and a Rhodesian 
Ridgeback named Rex to show them 

they’re made for each other. Dr. Carter Falon is 
content living a quiet life in a small town caring 
for his animal patients. That doesn't mean he's not 
looking for a distraction. After finding himself 
precariously wedged… naked and at the mercy of 
a drop-dead gorgeous construction worker, Carter 
hires his savior to renovate his home. When 
Tanner Grady’s best friend and new niece needed 
him, he uprooted and relocated without a second 
thought. His life has since been centered on work 
and spending time with his family, but when he 
comes to the rescue of a cute vet, Tanner finds 
he's a lot more interested in the homeowner than 
the house he’s renovating. 

I'VE GOT YOU  
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE  
P/BACK  
When a single dad and a newly outed 
veterinarian meet by chance, it takes 
red-cheeked conversations, a tentative 
friendship, and the willingness to put 
their hearts on the line to show these 

men they’re made for each other. Single dad Davis 
Jackson is busy balancing his coffee shop and 
being the best dad he can be. That doesn’t mean 
he’s not lonely. After a fumbling encounter with a 
man who looks as gorgeous as he does unhappy, 
Davis is left wondering who the mystery man is. 
All Davis knows is that he has never felt such an 
instant attraction to anyone before, but when he 
discovers the brown-eyed man’s identity, it’s clear 
the recently out-of-the-closet veterinarian is lost 
and quite possibly broken. 
 

Coming next month... 
DRAWING THE DEVIL—JON KEYS  

BK #1 T/P 
FIRE AND FOG—ANDRE GREY  

BK #6 *REPACK*  
□ BECOMING US – BECCA SEYMOUR 

BK #3 TRADE P/BACK  
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HERE ARE THREE 
WONDERFUL READS 
FROM TWO GREAT 
AUSSIE AUTHORS 
BLACKBIRD RISING—KERI 
ARTHUR  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/
BACK 

For hundreds of years, the Witch King's sword has 
been buried in stone awaiting the next hand to draw 
it. Many have tried. None have succeeded. Gwen is 
the last in a long line of De Montfort witches 
whose duty it is to protect the sword of all power. 
But when she returns to King Island to perform the 
blessing, a mysterious pulse of blue light tells her 
that someone has attempted to draw the sword. 
Before she can investigate any further, demons 
attack. She only survives with the help of a 
mysterious stranger who disappears as quickly as he 
appears. Gwen and her grandmother, Moscelyne, 
soon discover that minor gateways into Darkside--
the traditional home of both demons and dark 
elves--are being forced open by magic. Even 
worse, someone is now sending demons after the 
Witch King's heirs. As vital artifacts are stolen by 
Darkside and the deaths draw altogether too close 
to home, Gwen and Mo--with the help of old 
gods and an ancient order of knights once 
thought dead--scramble to unravel the clues and 
stop the murderous would-be king from claiming 
the crown. If they fail and the wrong hand draws 
the sword of power, he can unlock the main 
gateway into Darkside and unleash utter hell onto 
an unsuspecting and unprepared England.  

Bec McMaster continues two series  
THE HERO WITHIN  
BOOK #3 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Book #1 Nobodys Hero, Book #2 The 
Last True Hero. As the only healer in a war
-stained town, Eden McClain is devastated 
when the salt plague sweeps through the 
Wastelands. Suddenly she's racing against 

time to save her people before it's too late. When 
she hears whispers of a cure, she knows she can't 
cross the Wastelands by herself to get it. She needs 
a guide. And she's desperate enough to turn to the 
man who betrayed her. After years living on the 
leash of an evil outlaw, Johnny Colton is finally free, 
but that doesn't mean he can wash the blood off his 
hands. The easiest way to deal with it? Just stop 
caring. Which is working perfectly, until a beautiful 
ghost from the past rigs a trap for him. The last 
person he wants to see is the woman who haunts 
his dreams, but as Eden points out, he owes her 
one. The only problem? This plague is man-made.  

CLASH OF STORMS 
BOOK #3 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Book #1 Heart of Fire, Book #2 Storm 
of Desire. As a half-blood dreki, Malin's 
beneath the notice of the warriors who 
rule the skies-except for Sirius 
Blackfrost, the most ruthless dreki 
within the court. This dark prince 

watches her every move. But is there something 
more to the look in the Blackfrost's eyes? The 
second he saw her, Sirius knew her for his fated 
mate. Forced to hide the truth and accept the match 
his queen has made for him-to mate with the 
princess Malin serves- he dares not reveal his heart. 
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WILD COUNTRY – ANNE BISHOP  

BOOK #7 $23.95 *REPACK* 
Start with Written in Red. There 
are ghost towns in the world-places 
where the humans were annihilated 
in retaliation for the slaughter of 
the shape-shifting Others. One of 
those places is Bennett, a town at 
the northern end of the Elder Hills

-a town surrounded by the wild country. Now 
efforts are being made to resettle Bennett as a 
community where humans and Others live and 
work together. A young female police officer 
has been hired as the deputy to a Wolfgard 
sheriff. A deadly type of Other wants to run a 
human-style saloon. And a couple with four 
foster children-one of whom is a blood prophet
-hope to find acceptance. But as they reopen the 
stores and the professional offices and start to 
make lives for themselves, the town of Bennett 
attracts the attention of other humans. And the 
arrival of the outlaw Blackstone Clan will either 
unite Others and humans or bury them all. 
 
BLOOD NIGHT – HEATHER GRAHAM  
BOOK #29.5 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 

Start with Phantom Evil. As members 
of the Krewe of Hunters, an encounter 
with the deceased in a cemetery is 
certainly nothing new for Andre 
Rousseau and Cheyenne Donegal. But 
this year, Halloween is taking them 
across the pond. Cheyenne's cousin 
Emily Donegal has called from 

London. Murder has come to her 
neighborhood, with bodies just outside 
Highgate Cemetery, drained of blood. The last 
victim was found at Emily's doorstep, and 
evidence seems to be arising not just against her 
fiancé, Eric, but against her too. But Emily isn't 
just afraid of the law-many in the city believe 
that the historic Vampire of Highgate is making 
himself known. Some are even angry and 
frightened enough to believe they should take 
matters into their own hands. Andre and 
Cheyenne know they're in for serious trouble 
when they arrive, and they soon come to realize 
that the trouble might be deadly not just for 
Emily and Eric, but for themselves as well.  

ROSEMARY REALLY ENJOYED THIS 
BOOK BY MILLA VANE  
A HEART OF BLOOD AND ASHES  

BOOK #1 $19.95 
After an endless war the Destroyer 
came. From the blood and ashes he 
left behind, an alliance rose between 
the barbarian riders of Parsathe and 
the kingdoms of the south. That 
alliance is all that stands against the 
return of an ancient evil-until the 

barbarian king and queen are slain. Though 
forbidden by the alliance council to kill the king 
responsible for his parents' murders, Maddek 
vows to avenge them, even if it costs him the 
Parsathean crown. But when he learns it was the 
king's daughter who lured his parents to their 
deaths, he is determined to make her pay. Yet 
the woman Maddek captures is not what he 
expected. The last in a line of legendary warrior-
queens, the sharpest weapons Yvenne wields are 
her mind and her tongue. Even more surprising 
is the marriage she proposes to unite their goals 
and to claim their thrones-because she has her 
own desire for vengeance against her father. 
 
DRAGAN – DB REYNOLDS  
BOOK #4 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK 

Start with Damian. Dragan Fiachna, 
born to a life of loneliness, cast into 
stone by a sorcerer's curse. He is freed 
at last, only to discover his enemy still 
lives and is plotting the death of 
millions in his quest to rule this new 
world. Maeve Collins, courageous, and 
compassionate enough to believe a 

stone statue can have a soul. Shocked when her 
beautiful winged man breaks free, horrified at 
the torment he's endured, she dedicates herself 
to reuniting him with the warriors he calls 
family. But she never planned on falling in love. 
Racing across half the country in search of the 
only man who can stop their foe from fulfilling 
his scheme, Dragan and Maeve discover they've 
unwittingly stolen the one artifact that can 
defeat their enemy. And he wants it back. 
Pursued by assassins, they fight their way to 
Dragan's brothers, only to discover the war for 
this world has already begun. 

VENDETTA ROAD – 
CHRISTINE FEEHAN  
BOOK #3 $19.95 
Book #1 Judgment Road, Book #2 
Vengeance Road. Isaak "Ice" Koval is 
on a club mission when he sees a 
woman who stops him dead in his 

tracks. Soleil is a sweet, girl-next-door type. 
She's an innocent who should be nowhere near 
the rough-and-ready world of the Torpedo Ink 
motorcycle club. But Ice knows Soleil belongs 
with him-and he'll do whatever it takes to keep 
her. After a life of drifting from one thing to the 
next, Soleil Brodeur is determined to take 
control of her life. When her breakup with her 
manipulative fiancé turns ugly, Soleil searches 
out the stranger who offered her a lifeline and 
ends up in a Las Vegas biker bar where she 
meets a gorgeous, dangerous man straight out 
of her most secret fantasies. High on adrenaline, 
she finds herself falling faster than she thought 
possible. But Soleil knows little about the 
territory she's stumbled into, and even less 
about what it really means to be Ice's woman. 
 
HEROS HAVEN – REBECCA ZANETTI  
BOOK #11 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK  

Start with Fated. After years of 
struggling, Haven Daly has finally 
accepted that she's nuttier than a 
fruitcake. Why else would she see 
visions of a beautiful tormented male 
every night and actually believe she 
can talk to him, even feel his touch? 
But thanks to those dream journeys, 

she can paint images nobody else on earth can 
duplicate. In each brush stroke, she captures the 
masculinity and raw desire in his eyes that 
promise he's coming for her and soon. Quade 
Kayrs has already suffered a lifetime of pain and 
torture. Completely isolated, he kept his sanity 
thanks to a female, a vision with kind emerald 
eyes. In the end, her soft voice led him out of 
hell. Now, naked and alone, he's in a strange 
world that bears little resemblance to the one he 
left behind. All he knows is Haven. All he wants 
is Haven. His final mission? To protect her 
from the evil hunting them both-whether she 
likes it or not.   

Deborah Cooke’s Wyvern series continues 
WYVERNS OUTLAW  
BOOK #4 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 

Start with Wyverns Mate. Ryke 
wants nothing more than to 
escape the space pirates of the 
Gloria Furore and return home. 
He’s pretended to share their 
views and has worked his way up 
the ranks to co-pilot of the Armada 
Seven. The capture of Princess 

Anguissa and her ship, the Archangel, is a 
moment of triumph for his superior. In a flash 
of dragon fire, she incinerates most of the crew 
and takes command of the Armada Seven. Ryke 
is spared, but he’s not sure why, what plans does 
the dragon princess have for him?  
WYVERNS ANGEL 
BOOK #5 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 

Bond is a spy for the Gloria 
Furore space pirates and a former 
member of Princess Anguissa’s 
crew. He knows he should 
disappear from Incendium before 
Anguissa discovers his deception, 
but he isn’t counting on her 
younger sister. Bond should know 

better than to get involved with a dragon shifter 
princess, but Percipia knows how to get exactly 
what she wants from him. She offers him a 
challenge and Bond finds himself snared.  

We missed this series from Sharon Shinn 
TROUBLED WATERS  
BOOK #1 $23.95  
Zoe Ardelay receives unwelcome news: 
she has been chosen to become the 
king's fifth wife. Forced to go to the 
royal city, she manages to slip away and 
hide on the shores of the river. It's there 
that Zoe realizes she is a coru prime 

ruled by the elemental sign of water. She must 
return to the palace, not as an unwilling bride, 
but a woman with power in her own right. But 
as Zoe unlocks more of the mysteries of her 
blood and the secrets of the royal family she 
must decide how to use her power to rise above 
the deceptions and intrigue of the royal court. 

ROYAL AIRS 
BOOK #2 $23.95 
Josetta is a princess of one of the Five 
Families. But she is far from the throne, 
so she is free to spend her days working 
in the poorest sections of the city. Rafe 
Adova lives the life of a career gambler 
in those slums. He has no real ambition-

until the night he helps a girl named Corene. 
Josetta is fascinated by the man who has helped 
her sister. Rafe is unlike anyone she's 
encountered-someone seemingly devoid of 
elemental blessings. Rafe is also drawn to Josetta, 
but when he is assaulted by foreign mercenaries 
and they discover the reason behind the attack. 

ALEXIS MORGAN HAS STARTED A SPIN OFF 
OF HER PALADIN SERIES  

IN DARKNESS TRANSFORMED  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Dying hurts...but not as much as 
living. Eli is lucky to survive the 
helicopter crash that killed the rest of 
the passengers. But when he notices 
his wounds healing before his eyes, it 
seems like his survival may have come 

from more than luck. Safara knows what Eli 
does not--Eli is a paladin, a mortal enemy of 
someone like Safara, someone from Kalithia. 
Still, after Eli saves Safara's life, and Safara 
introduces Eli to a whole new world, they just 
can't seem to treat each as enemies. 

ATONE IN DARKNESS 
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/
BACK 
Marisol knows nothing about her 
charge, other than the fact that he is 
brought to death's door and back each 
night. Chase knows nothing about 
who has imprisoned him here, other 

than the fact that they want to know about his 
Paladin's ability to heal. Both kept prisoner in a 
remote testing facility, their desperate stories 
intertwine. And, now that they mean more to 
each other than they could ever have imagined, 
the two of them must find a way to escape, no 
matter the cost. p
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STARS BEYOND – S K 
DUNSTALL  
BOOK #2 $29.95 TRADE P/
BACK 
Book #1 Stars Uncharted. The 
crew of Another Road is back, 
closer than ever to the biggest 
score in the galaxy, if they can stay 

a step ahead of the Justice Department agents 
and Company men tracking them. An engineer 
with a fondness for weapons. A captain with no 
memory. An obsessive gene modder who loves 
to tinker. Meet the crew of Another Road. 
Josune, Roystan, and Nika have escaped the 
company thugs trying to kill them. They've 
gotten a new spaceship to replace The Road. 
And their new ship is armed to the teeth with 
dangerous weapons, courtesy of Josune. All 
that's left to do before they head out to find the 
legendary lode of transurides is to restore 
Roystan's memory. To do that, they need to 
collect the genemod machine Nika has ordered. 
But first, they have to shake off the Justice 
Department agents and the companies tracking 
them. It should be easy. They've done it before.  

A GAMBLE AMONG SHEEP – 
LANDRA GRAF  
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/
BACK 
Book #1 A Talent for Trouble. Self
-made nightclub owner Akono 
Sweet has spent the last six months 
working on a plan for his early 
retirement. When his arch-rival 

Vincent Genovese claims Akono's club and 
fortune belong to him, Akono's forced to 
accelerate his plans. Caterina, Genovese's black-
sheep daughter, is forced into taking over 
Sweet's club by her father and brother 
threatening the life she's carved for herself 
outside the family business. It doesn't take her 
long to see she and Akono are two of a kind--
right down to being targeted by her family. An 
attraction neither Caterina or Akono can fight 
interferes with everything they should be 
focusing on. When they stumble on a bigger 
conspiracy that threatens everyone on Callisto, 
this pair of gamblers has to ensure they stay 
alive long enough to defeat it. Too bad falling in 
love just made the odds more difficult to beat. 

 
FORTUNA – KRISTYN 
MERBERTH  
BOOK #1 $22.99 TRADE P/
BACK 
Scorpia Kaiser has always stood 
in Corvus's shadow until the day 
her older brother abandons their 
family to participate in a 

profitless war. However, becoming the heir to 
her mother's smuggling operation is not an easy 
transition for the always rebellious, usually 
reckless, and occasionally drunk pilot of the 
Fortuna, an aging cargo ship and the only home 
Scorpia has ever known. But when a deal turns 
deadly and Corvus returns from the war, 
Scorpia's plans to take over the family business 
are interrupted, and the Kaiser siblings are 
forced to make a choice: take responsibility for 
their family's involvement in a devastating 
massacre or lay low and hope it blows over. 
Too bad Scorpia was never any good at staying  
out of a fight.  

WICKED BITE – JEANIENE FROST  
BOOK #2 $19.95 
Book #1 Shades of Wicked. Veritas 
spent most of her life as a vampire 
Law Guardian. Now, she's about to 
break every rule by secretly hunting 
down the dark souls that were freed 
in order to save Ian. But the risks are 
high. Catching the sinister creatures 

might cost Veritas her own life. Ian's memories 
might be fragmented, but this master vampire 
isn't about to be left behind by the woman who 
entranced him, bound herself to him, and then 
disappeared. So what if demons, other Law 
Guardians, and dangerous, otherworldly forces 
stand against them? Come hell or high water, 
Ian intends to remind Veritas of the burning 
passion between them, because she is the only 
person seared on his mind-and his soul. 
 
STORM CURSED – PATRICIA BRIGGS  

BOOK #11 $23.95 *REPACK* 
Start with Moon Called. My name is 
Mercedes Athena Thompson Hauptman, 
and I am a car mechanic. And a coyote 
shapeshifter. And the mate of the Alpha 
of the Columbia Basin werewolf pack. 
Even so, none of that would have gotten 
me into trouble if I hadn't stood upon a 

bridge and taken responsibility for the safety of 
the citizens who lived in our territory. It 
seemed like the thing to do at the time. It 
should have only involved hunting down killer 
goblins, zombie goats, and an occasional troll. 
Instead, our home was viewed as neutral 
ground, a place where humans would feel safe 
to come and treat with the fae. The reality is 
that no one is safe. As generals and politicians 
face off with the Gray Lords of the fae, a storm 
is coming and her name is Death.  

 
A WITCH IN TIME – 
CONSTANCE SAYERS  
$32.99 TRADE P/BACK 
In 1895, sixteen-year-old Juliet begins a 
doomed romance with a married artist. 
In 1970, Californian musician Sandra's 
secret  love affair threatens to tear her 

band apart. And in 2012, Helen is starting to 
remember the tragic details of lives that never 
belonged to her. Bound to her lover in 1895, 
and trapped by his side ever since, Helen has 
lived through multiple lifetimes, never escaping 
her tragic endings. Only this time, she might 
finally have the power to break the cycle.  

WICKED COWBOY WOLF – 
KAIT BALLENGER  
BOOK #3 $19.95 
Book #1 Cowboy Wolf Trouble, 
Book #2 Cowboy in Wolf's 
Clothing. Years ago, Grey Wolf 
Jared Black was cast from the 
pack for a crime he didn't 

commit. Now, he's the mysterious criminal 
wolf known only as the Rogue, a name his 
former packmates won't soon forget. But when 
a vampire threat endangers the lives of their 
entire species, Jared must confront his former 
packmates again, even if that means betraying 
the only woman he's ever loved...Ever since 
Maeve Gray escaped the pack's bloodsucking 
enemies, she's been determined to save her 
species--and fast. Each passing day risks the 
lives of her friends and family. But when a 
wicked cowboy wolf shows up on the Grey 
Wolf ranch, offering everything Maeve's heart 
desires, her eyes are opened to a whole new 
world beyond the packlands. For this cowgirl, 
sleeping with the enemy could prove as 
desirable as it is deadly. 
 
HOUSE OF NIGHT SPIN OFF 

LOVED – CAST/CAST  
BOOK #1 $19.99 TRADE P/
BACK 
It's Zoey's eighteenth birthmas 
and the Nerd Herd has been 
scattered across the country 
busily adulting for almost a year 
when Stark calls them back to 

Tulsa to surprise Z. But all is not well in T-
Town. Strange, dark signs are appearing-could 
it be possible Neferet is stirring? Not willing to 
chance disaster striking again, Zoey calls on her 
newly reunited friends to circle with her and 
add a layer of protection over Neferet's grotto 
jail. Easy-peasy, right? Wrong. Nothing at the 
House of Night is ever as it seems. With rabid 
red vampyres closing in, Zoey and the Nerd 
Herd must come together again and battle evil. 
But a year is a long time. Have these old friends 
grown too far apart? When the world fractures 
and allies become enemies, will darkness 
devour friendships or will light save those she's 
loved? 
 

SWEEP WITH ME – ILONA ANDREWS  
BOOK #4.5 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 

Start with Clean Sweep. Thank you for 
joining us at Gertrude Hunt, the nicest 
Bed and Breakfast in Red Deer, Texas, 
during the Treaty Stay. As you know, 
we are honor-bound to accept all 
guests during this oldest of innkeeper 
holidays and we are expecting a 
dangerous guest. Or several. But have 

no fear. Your safety and comfort is our first 
priority. The inn and your hosts, Dina Demille 
and Sean Evans, will defend you at all costs. 
[But we hope we don’t have to.] Every winter, 
Innkeepers look forward to celebrating their 
own special holiday, which commemorates the 
ancient treaty that united the very first Inns and 
established the rules that protect them, their 
intergalactic guests, and the very unaware/
oblivious people of [planet] Earth. By tradition, 
the Innkeepers welcomed three guests: a 
warrior, a sage, and a pilgrim, but during the 
holiday, Innkeepers must open their doors to 
anyone who seeks lodging. Anyone. All Dina 
hopes is that the guests and conduct themselves 
in a polite manner. But what’s a holiday without 
at least one disaster? 
 
CAST IN WISDOM – MICHELLE 
SAGARA  
BOOK #15 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 

Start with Cast in Shadow. The fiefs 
that exist at the heart of the city of 
Elantra are home to sentient Towers 
that guard the world against the 
incursion of Shadow. But between the 
fiefs exists the gray world of the 
border zone. In it, geography changes 
between one passage across a border 

and the next. The rules of magic are different 
there--and yet somehow familiar to Kaylin 
Neya. When a Shadow escapes, Kaylin must 
find out how...and why. If Shadows can breach 
the barrier erected by the Towers, the whole of 
Elantra will be devoured. It's happened on 
other worlds. Bellusdeo, Kaylin's Dragon 
companion, absolutely believes it can happen 
on theirs. The border zone holds secrets and 
ancient histories, and people are gathering there 
in search of its power. Without even 
understanding what that power is, or why it 
exists, Kaylin is in a desperate race against time 
to find those secrets first. She doesn't know 
who her enemies are. She doesn't know how 
many she'll face. But she won't face them alone. 

WANT THE OTHERS IN THE SERIES?  

ASK US TO SPECIAL ORDER THEM 
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□THE LOVE WE KEEP – TONI BLAKE BOOK #3 $19.95 
□ Book #1 The One Who Stays,□ Book #2 The Giving Heart. 
 
□COWBOY COURAGE – CAROLYN BROWN BOOK #6 $19.95 
□ Start with Cowboy Bold. Includes “Wildflower Ranch” 
 
□THE LAST REAL COWBOY – CAILTIN CREWS BOOK #3 $19.95 
□ Book #1 A True Cowboy Christmas, □ Book #2 Cold Heart Warm Cowboy. 
 
□ HARTS HOLLOW FARM—JANET DAILEY BK #4 $19.95 
Start with Sunrise canyon.  
 
□THE KISSING GAME – MARIE HARTE $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
 
□WIFE AFTER WIFE OLIVIA HAYFIELD $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
 
□A HERO COMES HOME – SANDRA HILL BOOK #3 $19.95 
□ Book #1 The Forever Christmas Tree,  □ Book #2 Life Love and the Pursuit 
of Happiness. 
 
□MERMAID INN – JENNY HOLIDAY BOOK #1 $19.95  
Includes the “Meant to Be” by Alison Bliss 
 
HELENA HUNTING 
□A LIE FOR A LIE BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
□A FAVOR FOR A FAVOR BOOK #2 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
 
□HANNAHS COURAGE – MOLLY JEBBER BOOK #3 $19.95 
□ Book #1 Lizas Second Chance, □ Book #2 Ellies Redemption. 
 
□A GIRLS GUIDE TO THE OUTBACK – JESSICA KATE $24.99 T/P  
 
□UNDER A FIREFLY MOON – DONNA KAUFFMAN Bk #4 $19.95 
□Start with Blue Hollow Falls. 
 
□THE NIGHT WE MET – MACOMBER/TOBIN $23.95 *2 IN 1* 
“Starlight” by Debbie Macomber (ORIG 12/94). “The Soldier's Secret 
Child” by Lee Tobin McClain (ORIG 07/17).   
 
□ SISTERS BY CHOICE – SUSAN MALLERY BOOK #4 $35.00 T/P 
 □Start with Barefoot Season. 
 
□STARLIGHT BRIDGE – DEBBIE MASON BOOK #2 $19.95 
*REISSUE* Book #1 Mistletoe Cottage. (ORIG 02/17) 
 
□THE PUPPY CONNECTION – LEE MCKENZIE/STONE $19.95 
“Daddy, Unexpectedly” by Lee McKenzie. “Second Chance Dad” by Pamela 
Stone.  
 
□THE AMISH SWEET SHOP – EMMA MILLER/BRADFORD/
ELLIS $19.95 *3 IN 1* “The Sweetest Courtship” by Emma Miller. “The 
Sweetest Truth” by Laura Bradford. “Nothing Tastes So Sweet” by Mary Ellis. 
 
□COUNTRY STRONG – LINDA LAEL MILLER BOOK #1 $23.95 
 
□TOMORROWS PROMISE – IMOGENE NIX $29.95 TRADE P/
BACK 
 

□THE CALHOUNS – NORA ROBERTS $23.95 *REISSUE*  
*2 IN 1* (ORIG 1991) “Courting Catherine”. “A Man for Amanda”. 
       

ROXEANNE ST CLAIRE 
□RUFF AROUND THE EDGES BOOK #5 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
□DOUBLE DOG DARE BOOK #6 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK  
□Start with Sit Stay Beg. 
    
□LUCKY CHANCE COWBOY – TERI ANNE STANLEY BOOK #2 
$19.95 □Book #1 Big Chance Cowboy. 
    

□RETURN TO STAR VALLEY – RAEANNE THAYNE $19.95 “The 
Comeback Cowboy” Originally pub as “Cassidy Harte and the Comeback Kid” 
Orig 02/04 Includes “Want Me Cowboy” by Maisey Yates 
    
□THE LITTLE TEASHOP ON MAIN – JODI THOMAS BOOK #2 
$19.95 *REPACK* Book #1 Mornings On Main. 
    
□COLD NOSE WARM HEART – MARA WELLS BOOK #1 $19.95 
 
□A CAT CALLED ALFIE – RACHEL WELLS $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
 
□HANDSOME HOTSHOT – WILDE/ALVIN  BOOK #5 $27.95 
TRADE P/BACK  □ Start with Handsome Rancher. 
 
□RESCUED HEARTS – WOODS/BRITTON $19.95 *2 IN 1* 
*REISSUE* (ORIG 03/16) “An Officer and Her Gentleman” by Amy 
Woods. “His Rodeo Sweetheart” by Pamela Britton 
 
□THE LAST LETTER – REBECCA YARROS $19.95 *REPACK* 
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Preorders… 
□ THE VIEW FROM ALAMEDA ISLAND—ROBYN CARR *REPACK* DUE 

24/3 
□ COWBOY FIREFIGHTER HEAT – KIM REDFORD BK #6 DUE 

31/3 
□ BUTTERFLY BAYOU – LEXI BLAKE BK #1 DUE 5/5  

□ DEAR ENEMY – KRISTEN CALLIHAN T/P DUE 31/3 
□ UNLEASHED – DIANA PALMER *REPACK* DUE 21/4 

□ ASKING FOR TROUBLE – AMY ANDREWS BK #3 DUE 28/4 
□ BREAKFAST AT THE HONEY CREEK CAFÉ  – JODI THOMAS T/P DUE 

26/5 
□ DREAM MAKER – KRISTEN ASHLEY BK #1 DUE 26/5 

□ THE BEST MAN PLAN – JACI BURTON BK #1 DUE 26/5 
□ DANCE AWAY WITH ME – SUSAN ELIZABETH PHILLIPS H/C DUE 9/6 

□ COWBOY STRONG – CAROLYN BROWN BK #6 DUE 30/6 
□ NOTORIOUS – DIANA PALMER H/C DUE 30/6 

□ LOOKING FOR A COWBOY – DONNA GRANT BK #5 DUE 27/9  
 

Coming next month… 
□ TANGLED UP IN TEXAS – DELORES FOSSEN BK #1  

□ HOME SWEET HOME –MICHAELS/KAUFFMAN/STORM  
□  PHOTOS OF YOU—TAMMY ROBINSON T/P 

□  THE CLIFF HOUSE – RAEANNE THAYNE *REPACK* 
□  RETURN TO WYOMING – MCDAVID/STONE  

□  THE OYSTERVILLE SEWING CIRCLE – SUSAN WIGGS  
□ TEXAS FAMILY RESCUE – WARREN/ 

ONCE UPON THE LONGEST NIGHT – VAUGHAN/
STOUT/ETAL 
$35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
The longest night. A vampire’s delight. The winter solstice, a 
time of birth and rebirth, life and death, waning light and rising 
darkness. A time when those who flee the sun and crave the taste 
of blood find their greatest solace. But one never knows what 
the longest night might hold. Once Upon the Longest Night, a 

collection of adult paranormal romances, features eight novelettes of lovers 
and their battles against one of the greatest legends of our time: the 
vampire. A 15th-century seaman and the love of his life come face to face 
with a vengeful manjasang. In ancient Rome, a hunted priestess captured by 
a loyal centurion offers her aid to the enemy. With the help of a handsome 
Royal courier, a reluctant Romanian princess braves the curse flowing 
within her noble blood. Danger awaits when a vampire in the far reaches of 
North Dakota must endure the lethal cold to protect the woman she loves. 
And in a future New York, a broken general returns home for the Longest 
Night Ball where he meets a young male witch who might change his life 
forever. This anthology combines vampire mythos and affairs of the heart 
with the sacred symbolism and magic of the winter season. 

 
 

 

Coming next month... 
THE DARKEST KING – GENA SHOWALTER BK #16 H/C & T/P  

HOW TO LOVE YOUR ELF – KERRELYN SPARKS BK #1 T/P  
BLOOD TRUTH – J R WARD BK #4 *REPACK*  

IN A BADGER WAY – SHELLY LAURENSTON BK #2 *REPACK*  
YOU HAD ME AT WOLF – TERRY SPEAR BK #1  

LETHAL GAME – CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK #16 H/C & T/P  
THE QUEENS BARGAIN – ANNE BISHOP BK #10 H/C  

SMOKE BITTEN – PATRICIA BRIGGS BK #12 H/C &T/P   
WOLF RAIN—NALINI SINGH BK #3 *REPACK* 

IRON MASTER – JENNIFER ASHLEY BK #12  T/P 
IMAGINARY NUMBERS – SEANNA MCGUIRE BK #9 
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 □ WHITEOUT – ANDRIANA ANDERS BOOK #1 $19.95   
Includes “On His Watch” by Katie Ruggle Bk 0.5  
    

□MIRROR IMAGE – SANDRA BROWN $23.95 *Reissue* (Orig 06/90) 
    

□IGNITE ON CONTACT – JACI BURTON BOOK #2 $29.95 T/P 
□ Book #1 Hot to the Touch. 
    

□ BITTER FALLS – RACHEL CAINE BOOK #4 $35.00 T/P 
□ Start with Stillhouse Lake. 
    

□AND THEN THERE WERE CRUMBS – EVE CALDER BK #1 $19.95 
    

□IN SAFE HANDS – JP CARTER BOOK #1 $29.95 T/P 
    

□GRACIES SECRET – JILL CHILDS $19.95 *REPACK* 
    
    

□A JUSTIFIED MURDER – JUDE DEVERAUX BOOK #2 $23.95 
*REPACK* □Book #1 A Willing Murder. 
    

□FOREVER STRONG – PIPER J DRAKE BOOK #6 $19.95  
□Start with Extreme Honor. 
    

□PERFECT KILL – HELEN FIELDS BOOK #6 $29.95 T/P 
□ Start with Perfect Remains. 
    

□THE STOLEN GIRLS – PATRICIA GIBNEY $19.95 
    

□A LETHAL LEGACY – HEATHER GRAHAM BOOK #4 $23.95 
*REPACK* □ Start with Flawless. 
    

□UNSPOKEN – LISA JACKSON $19.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 11/12) 
    

□THE A LIST – JA JANCE BOOK #14 $23.95 *REPACK*     

□Start with Edge of Evil. 
    

□PAW OF THE JUNGLE – DIANE KELLY BOOK #8 $19.95  
□ Start with Paw Enforcement. 
    

□COUGAR MOM – EVE LANGLAIS BOOK #3 $35.00 T/P  
□ Book #1 Soccer Mom, □ Book #2 Hockey Mom. 
    

□THE TRUTH FACTORY – CODY MCFADYEN BOOK #5 $35.00 
TRADE P/BACK □Start with Shadow Man. 
    

□THE REAL DEAL – Fern Michaels $23.95 *Reissue* (Orig 11/04) 
    

□A BORROWING OF BONES – PAULA MUNIER BK #1 $19.95 
    

JD ROBB 
□GOLDEN IN DEATH BK #50 $47.95 H/COVER $29.95 T/P 
□NAKED IN DEATH BOOK #1 $23.95  *25th Anniversary Edit* 
    

□ONE PERFECT LIE – LISA SCOTTOLINE $23.95 *REPACK* 
□CLAW ENFORCEMENT – SOFIE RYAN BOOK #7 $19.95  
□ Start with The Whole Cat and Caboodle 

   □ SECOND SIGHT – SHARON SALA BOOK #2 $19.95  
□ Book #1 The Missing Piece. 
    

□HUSH HUSH – MEL SHERRATT $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
    

□WITNESS PROTECTION WIDOW – DEBRA WEBB BK #5 $19.95 
□Start with In Self Defense. 
    

STORM WATCH SERIES 
□FROZEN GROUND – DEBRA WEBB BOOK #1 $29.95 T/P 
□DEEP FREEZE – VICKI HINZE BOOK #2 $29.95 T/P 
□WIND CHILL BOOK #3 – RITA HERRON $29.95 T/P  
    

LINDSEY MCKENNA & JOAN JOHNSTON REISSUES 
□WILD MUSTANG WOMAN/JESSIE $19.95 *REISSUE/RENAME* 
“Wild Mustang Woman” Bk #1 (Orig 98) “Jessie” Bk #1 Originally Honey and 
the Hired Hand (92)  
□ HEART OF THE EAGLE/ADAM $19.95 *REISSUE/RENAME* 
“Heart of The Eagle” Bk #1 (Orig 86) “Adam” Bk #2 Orig The Rancher and 
the Runaway Bride (93)  
□ A MEASURE OF LOVE/BILLY $19.95 *REISSUE/RENAME* “A 
Measure of Love” Bk #2(Orig 87) “Billy”Bk #9 Orig Temporary Groom(96).  
□ CHASE THE CLOUDS/COLT $19.95 *REISSUE/RENAME*  
“Chase the Clouds” as Eileen Nauman (83) “Colt” Book #12 Orig The 
Substitute Groom (98)  

KAREN BROOKS 
□ THE CHOCOLATE MAKERS WIFE $19.99 TRADE P/BACK 
□ THE LOCKSMITHS DAUGHTER $22.99 TRADE P/BACK  
    

□ THE MAIL ORDER BRIDES SECRET – LINDA BRODAY BOOK 
#3 $19.95 □ Book #1 The Outlaw's Mail Order Bride, □ Book #2 Saving the 
Mail Order Bride. 
    

KERRIGAN BYRNE 
□ TO WED A HIGHLANDER BOOK #1-#3 $40.00 T/P  
“Unspoken” “Unwilling” “Unwanted”. 
□TO DESIRE A HIGHLANDER BOOK #4 - #6 $40.00 T/P  
“Released” “Redeemed” “Reluctant” 
□ TO SEDUCE A HIGHLANDER BK #7 - #9 $40.00 T/P  
“Insolent” “Indecent” “Incarnate” 
    

□ HER SCANDALOUS PURSUIT – CANDACE CAMP BOOK #7 
$19.95 Start with Mesmerized. 
    

SUSANNA CRAIG 
□TO KISS A THIEF BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
□TO TEMPT AN HEIRESS BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
□TO SEDUCE A STRANGER BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
    

□THE ARRANGEMENT – DAY/SPENCER/VAYDEN $29.95 T/P 
“Mischief and the Marquess” by Sylvia Day. “The Dukes Treasure” by 
Minerva Spencer. “The Inconvenient Countess” by Kristin Vayden. 
    

□SCOT UNDER THE COVERS – SUZANNE ENOCH BOOK #2 
$19.95  □ Book #1 Its Getting Scot in Here. 
    

□SEDUCE ME WITH SAPPHIRES – JANE FEATHER BOOK #2 
$19.95 □ Book #1 Tempt me With Diamonds. 
    

□NEVER KISS A DUKE – MEGAN FRAMPTON BOOK #1 $19.95  

 □ TEMPTATIONS DARLING – Johanna Lindsey $23.95 *Repack* 
     

□ROYAL BRIDESMAIDS – LAURENS/FOLEY/ET AL $19.95 
*Reissue* (ORIG 08/12) “A Return Engagement” by Stephanie Laurens 
“The Imposter Bride” by Gaelen Foley “Lord Lovedon's Duel” by Loretta 
Chase.   
    

□A DANGEROUS COLLABORATION – DEANNA RAYBOURNE 
BOOK #4 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK □Start with A Curious Beginning 
    

□HUNTING FOR A HIGHLANDER – LYNSAY SANDS BOOK #8 
$19.95 □ Start with An English Bride in Scotland. 
    

□A DELICATE DECEPTION – CAT SEBASTIAN BOOK #3 $14.95 
□Book #1 Unmasked by the Marquess, □ Book #2 A Duke in Disguise. 
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Coming next month… 
□ CHASING CASSANDRA – LISA KLEYPAS BK #6  

□ AN INCONVENIENT DUKE – ANNA HARRINGTON BK #1  
□ THE BACHELOR – SABRINA JEFFRIES BK #2  

□ ENGAGED TO THE EARL – LISA BERNE BK #4  
□ HIS SECRET MISTRESS – CATHY MAXWELL BK #1  
□ EVERY BIT A ROGUE – ADRIENNE BASSO BK #1  

□ FOR THE SAKE OF THE SCOTTISH RAKE – Anna Bradley  
BK #2 T/P 

□ WILD WILD RAKE – JANA MACGREGOR BK #6 

 Preorders… 
□ IN BED WITH THE EARL – CHRISTI CALDWELL BK#1 T/P 

DUE 17/3 
□ THE INEVITABLE FALL OF CHRISTOPHER CYNSTER—

STEPHANIE LAURENS BK #4 T/P DUE 17/3 
□ CLOSE UP—AMANDA QUICK BK #4 H/C & T/P  DUE 5/5 

□ DARING AND THE DUKE—SARAH MACLEAN BK #3 DUE 30/6 
□ MY HIGHLAND ROGUE—KAREN RANNEY BK #1 DUE 28/7 

Coming next month… 
□ A SEAL ALWAYS WINS – HOLLY CASTILLO BK #2  

□ CROSS HER HEART – MELINDA LEIGH BK #1 T/P  
□  TEN DAYS GONE – BEVERLEY LONG BOOK #1 

□  DEAD IN A WEEK – ANDREA KANE BK #1 T/P *SPIN OFF* 
□  SHADOWS FROM THE PAST BK #1/FARON BK #3 MCKENNA/

JOHNSTON *REISSUE* 
□  DEADLY SILENCE BK#3/FALCON BK #6 MCKENNA/JOHNSTON 

*REISSUE* 

Preorders... 
□ HEARTBREAKER – BJ DANIELS BK #2 DUE 24/3 

□ WIND RIVER UNDERCOVER – Lindsay McKenna BK #9 DUE 31/3 
□ TOUGH TALKING COWBOY – JENNIFER RYAN BK #3 DUE 31/3 

□ THE LAST SECOND – Coulter/Ellison BK #6 *Repack* Due 31/3 
□ HIDDEN SALEM – KAY HOOPER BK #19 H/C DUE 7/4  

□ DEEP IN THE ALASKAN WOODS – Karen HarperBK #1 DUE 28/4 
□ UNTIL THE END – JUNO RUSHDAN BK #3 DUE 26/5 

□ BROKEN – REBECCA ZANETTI BK #3 DUE 26/5 
□ HIDEAWAY – NORA ROBERTS H/C DUE 26/5 

□ FATAL DECEPTION – APRIL HUNT BK #3 DUE 30/6 
□ A FORGOTTEN  MURDER – JUDE DEVERAUX BK #3 *REPACK* DUE 30/6 

□ DEADLOCK – CATHERINE COULTER BK #24 H/C DUE 28/7  
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□ SWEEP WITH ME—ILONA ANDREWS BK #4.5 T/P  
□ Start with Clean Sweep.  
    

□ BLACKBIRD RISING—KERI ARTHUR  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
    

□ WICKED COWBOY WOLF – KAIT BALLENGER BK #3 $19.95 
Book #1 Cowboy Wolf Trouble, Book #2 Cowboy in Wolf's Clothing.  
    

□ WILD COUNTRY – ANNE BISHOP BOOK #7 $23.95 *REPACK* 
□  Start with Written in Red.  
    
□ STORM CURSED – PATRICIA BRIGGS BOOK #11 $23.95 
*REPACK* □ Start with Moon Called.  
    

□ LOVED – CAST/CAST $19.99 TRADE P/BACK 
    

DEBORAH COOKE 
□ WYVERNS OUTLAW BOOK #4 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
□ WYVERNS ANGEL BOOK #5 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
□ Start with Wyverns Mate.  
    

□ STARS BEYOND – S K DUNSTALL BOOK #2 $29.95 T/P 
□ Book #1 Stars Uncharted.  
    
□ VENDETTA ROAD – CHRISTINE FEEHAN BOOK #3 $19.95 □ 
Book #1 Judgment Road, □ Book #2 Vengeance Road.  
    

□ WICKED BITE – JEANIENE FROST BOOK #2 $19.95 
□ Book #1 Shades of Wicked.  
    

□ A GAMBLE AMONG SHEEP – LANDRA GRAF BK #2 
$35.00 TRADE P/BACK Book #1 A Talent for Trouble.  
    

□ BLOOD NIGHT – HEATHER GRAHAM BOOK #29.5 
$29.95 TRADE P/BACK □ Start with Phantom Evil.  
    

BEC MCMASTER 
□ THE HERO WITHIN BOOK #3 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK 
□ Book #1 Nobodys Hero, □ Book #2 The Last True Hero.  
□ CLASH OF STORMS BOOK #3 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK 
□ Book #1 Heart of Fire, □ Book #2 Storm of Desire.   
    

□ FORTUNA – KRISTEN MERBERTH BK #1 $22.99 T/P 
    

ALEXIS MORGAN 

□ IN DARKNESS TRANSFORMED BOOK #1 $35.00 T/P   
□ ATONE IN DARKNESS BOOK #2 $35.00 T/P 
    
    

□ DRAGAN – DB REYNOLDS BOOK #4 $40.00 T/P 
□ Start with Damian.  
    

□ CAST IN WISDOM – MICHELLE SAGARA BOOK #15 
$35.00  T/P □ Start with Cast in Shadow.  
 
   □ A WITCH IN TIME – CONSTANCE SAYERS $32.99 T/P 
 

   SHARON SHINN 
□ TROUBLED WATERS BOOK #1 $23.95  
□ ROYAL AIRS BOOK #2 $23.95 
    
□ A HEART OF BLOOD AND ASHES – MILLA VANE BK #1 $19.95 
    

□ ONCE UPON THE LONGEST NIGHT – VAUGHAN/STOUT/  
$35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
    

□ HEROS HAVEN – REBECCA ZANETTI BOOK #11 $29.95 T/P  □  

Start with Fated.  

TINA DONAHUE 
□ FREEING THE BEAST BOOK #1 $35.00 T/P  
□ SURRENDERING TO THE BEAST BOOK #2 $35.00 T/P 
    

LAURANN DOHNER 
□ BEST FRIENDS BOOK #15 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK  
□Start with Fury.  
□ FALLING FOR SKY BOOK #8 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
□Start with Burning Up Flint.  
    

□ RACKED AND STACKED – LORELEI JAMES BK #9 $19.95 
*Repack* □Start with Corralled.  
    

MICHELLE M PILLOW 
□ HIS FROST MAIDEN BK #1 $35.00 T/P *Republish* (Orig 02/08) 
□ HIS FIRE MAIDEN BOOK #2 $35.00 T/P  
□ HIS METAL MAIDEN BOOK #3 $35.00 T/P  
□ HIS EARTH MAIDEN BOOK #4 $35.00 T/P  
□ HIS WOODLAND MAIDEN BOOK #5 $35.00 T/P  
    

□ ROUGH RIDE – JAYNE RYLON BK #5 $29.95 T/P 
□Start with Wild Ride.  
    

Coming next month… 

□ TOXIC DUST – EVE LANGLAIS BK #1 T/P     

□ CAVAS—LAURANN DOHNER BK #5 T/P 
 

Preorders… 

□ PANDA AND THE KITTY – EVE LANGLAIS BK #8 T/P 
DUE 23/3 

□ THE CAPTAIN AND THE BEST MAN—CURZON/HARKSTEAD 
BK #4 $35.00 T/P Start with The Captain and the Cavalry Trooper.  
    

CHARLIE COCHET 
□ CATCH A TIGER BY THE TAIL BK #6 $24.95 *REPACK* 
Start with Hell and High Water.  
□ KEPT IN THE DARK BK #1 $24.95 *REPACK* 
    

LOUISA MASTERS AUSSIE AUTHOR 
□ CHARMING HIM BOOK #1 TRADE P/BACK $29.95 
*RENAME/REPUBLISH* Previously published as “The Bunny and 
the Billionaire”. (ORIG 10/17) 
□ OFFSIDE RULES  
BOOK #2 TRADE P/BACK $29.95 *RENAME/REPUBLISH* 
Previously published as “The Athlete and the Aristocrat” (ORIG 01/19)    

 

BECCA SEYMOUR AUSSIE AUTHOR  
□ LET ME SHOW YOU BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
□ I'VE GOT YOU BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK  
    

Coming next month… 
□ DRAWING THE DEVIL—JON KEYS BK #1 T/P 
□ FIRE AND FOG—ANDRE GREY BK #6 *REPACK*  
□ BECOMING US – BECCA SEYMOUR BK #3 TRADE P/BACK  
    

Preorders… 
□ WERE GEEK SAVES WISCONSIN – Kathy Love BK #1 DUE 21/7  
□ LIPS ARE SEALED – CHARLIE COCHET BK #2 *Repack* DUE 
11/8 

Coming next month... 
□ THE DARKEST KING – GENA SHOWALTER BK #16 H/C & T/P  

□ HOW TO LOVE YOUR ELF – KERRELYN SPARKS BK #1 T/P  
□ BLOOD TRUTH – J R WARD BK #4 *REPACK*  

□ IN A BADGER WAY – SHELLY LAURENSTON BK #2 *REPACK*  
□ YOU HAD ME AT WOLF – TERRY SPEAR BK #1  

□ LETHAL GAME – CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK #16 H/C & T/P  
□ THE QUEENS BARGAIN – ANNE BISHOP BK #10 H/C  

□ SMOKE BITTEN – PATRICIA BRIGGS BK #12 H/C &T/P   
□  WOLF RAIN—NALINI SINGH BK #3 *REPACK* 

□  IRON MASTER – JENNIFER ASHLEY BK #12  T/P 
□  IMAGINARY NUMBERS – SEANNA MCGUIRE BK #9 

Preorders… 
□ THE SINNER – J R WARD BK #20 H/C & T/P DUE 24/3 

□ THE IMMORTAL CONQUISITOR – Carrie Vaughan T/P DUE 20/3  
□ HALF WAY THERE – EVE LANGLAIS BK #1 T/P DUE 28/3  

□ BEARS BEHAVING BADLY – MARY JANICE DAVISON  
BK #1 DUE 31/3 

□ LEGEND OF THE WHITE WOLF – Terry Spear BK #3 DUE 31/3 *RI*  
□ BADGER TO THE BONE – SHELLY Laurenston BK #3 T/P DUE 31/3  

□ FANTASTIC HOPE – HAMILTON/BRIGGS/ET AL T/P DUE 7/4 
□ WASTELAND TREASURE – EVE LANGLAIS BK #2 T/P 21/4  

□ STARBREAKER – AMANDA BOUCHET BK #2 DUE 28/4 
□ CALL IT MAGIC – JANET CHAPMAN BK #7 DUE 5/5 

□ SHADOW FLIGHT – CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK #5 DUE 5/5 
□ CHAOS REIGNING – JESSIE MIHALIK BK #3 T/P 19/5  

□ THE FIERY CROWN – JEFFE KENNEDY BK #2 DUE 26/5  
□ WOLF UNDER FIRE – PAIGE TYLER BK #1 DUE 26/5  

□ NIGHT OF THE BILLIONAIRE WOLF – TERRY SPEAR BK #28 DUE 26/5 
□ KINGDOM OF SHADOW AND LIGHT – KAREN MARIE MONING  

BK #11 H/C DUE 2/6 
□ ALPHA NIGHT – NALINI SINGH BK #4 H/C & T/P DUE 9/6 

□ AMERICAN DEMON – KIM HARRISON BK #16 H/C DUE 16/6 
□ FLAME – DONNA GRANT BK #20 DUE 30/6 

□ PRISONER OF NIGHT – JR WARD BK #18 DUE 30/6 
□ DESOLATION ROAD – CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK #4 DUE 30/6 

□ AT THE END OF THE WORLD – Ringo/GANNON BK #9 H/C DUE 7/7 
□ EMERALD BLAZE – ILONA ANDREWS BK #5 DUE 25/8  
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